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A M E R I C A N  P A T E N T S .  

Ltst of American Patents which issued in March, 1850, with Exemplia@ations by CnAuz~s 
M. KELLE,, late Chief Examiner of Palent~ dn the U. S. Patent Ounce. 

1. For anlmprovement in Invalid Bedsteads; Alexander W. Barker, Suffolk county, Mas- 
sachusetts, March 5. 

Claim.~"What I claim as my invention, is the combination of the inclining frame with 
the back seat, foot frames, and main bcdstead, substantially in manner as specified." 

2. For an Adjustable Cord Hook for Door Springs; William B. Barnard, Bristol, Hartford 
count)', Connecticut, March 5. 

The patentee says,--"The principle of my door spring is to combine with a coiled spring, 
acting on a fuse, an adjustable sliding or movable cord-hook, which shall act to close the 
door with more or less energy, according to the requirements of the season, the state of the 
wind, or other circumstances. The door is also so acted on by my spring alone, as to be 
held in its place when closed with more force than is exerted to commence closing it when 
wide open. The action of nay sliding cord-hook is such that it co-operates with the form of 
the fuse, to" diminish or increase the po~ver of the spring to close the door, according as it is 
placed in one br another position to which it may be transferred." 

Claim.--" What I claim as new, is the use of the adjustable cord-hook, or attachment for 
the coM, whereby the tendency of the spring to close the door is made to vary at pleasure, 
as set forth.. 

"I also claim, in combination with the spring and fuse, having the diminution of the di- 
ameter of the coils on the fuse more rapid than the decrease of elasticity in the spring by 
uncoiling the movable cord attachment, whereby the tendency of the spring to close the door 
is varied more rapidly than would be due to the simple change of position of the hook alone, 
in the manner and for the purposes set ~forth. ' ' 

3. For an Improvement in Machinery for Planing Slats for ~Tndow Blinds; George Bon- 
will, Kent county, Delaware, March 5. 

Claim.--"\Vhat I claim as my invention, is the engaging and disengaging the propelling 
slide block and" carriage, by the combined action and connexion of the dart-holder, springs, 
and expander." 

4. For a Fastening for Hay and Manure Forks; Alinzor Clark, Southfield, Richmond 
county, New York, March 5. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of this invention consists in forming a mortise ar slot 
in the metallic .ferule inserted on the end of the handle of the hay fork, and in the handle 

• itself, and bending steel bars to the usual form of the tines or prongs of hay and manure 
forks, and inserting them through said mortise Or slot, so that they will assume a position in 
relation to the handle similar to the tines or prongs of the ordinary implements, and securing 
them in said mortise or slot by a key driven into the same." 

Clalm.--"What [ claim as my invention, is forming the tines or prongs of the hay fork, 
and the additional tines or prongs which convert the same into a manure fork, out of single 
bars of steel, beat to the desired form, and securing the same to the handle by inserting them 
through the slot or mortise in the same, and driving keys or pins behind the same, substan- 
tially as set forth." 

5. For an Improvement in Carriage Jacks; Thomas G. Clinton, George H. Knight, and 
Edward H. Knight, Cincinnati, Ohio, March 5. 

The patentees say,--"The nature of our invention consists in enabling the rack to be 
lowered without resorting to such a series of slow' and troublesome operations as those afore- 
mentioned, and this we effect by a combination of parts which are so devised that the tooth 
of the catch is released and then removed from its field of action by tl~towing down tile lever 
which is thus and first take the load, then retract the catch, and then, by cams suitably located 
on the under side of the lever, bring adequate friction to bear upon Ways cast on each side of 
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the teeth of the rack, against which friction or resistance the load forces its descent and gradu- 
ally falls home." 

Claim.--" What we claim therein as new, is constructing the lever, or its equivalent, with 
teeth, prongs, and cams, or their equivalents, in such juxtaposition, the one with regard to 
the other, that when it is necessary to release the rack from its load, these parts of the lever 
appropriately unite in action with the teeth and the ways of the rack, or their equivalents. 
and with the pendants and the tooth of the catch, or their equivalents, to take the load off" 
and release the catch, retract and make the frara~ of the catch a fixed point of resistance for 
the prongs of the lever, force out the lever-tooth fi'om the rack-tooth, (_the cam the while 
putting pressure upon the ways of the rack,) and oppose by the cams the requisite friction, 
and consequently resistance, to the descent of the rack; the whole being arranged substantially 
in the manner and for the purpose set tbrth." 

6. For an Improvement in Firing Kilns for Pollery Ware, Black Lead Crucibles, Ore., Jos. 
Dixon, Jersey City, New Jersey, March 5. 

The patentee says,--"My invention consists in substituting rosin for the kinds of fuel here- 
tofore used for these purposes, the distillation of which readily; and at a low temperature, 
evolves a great quantity of highly inflammable gas, which, in an inflammable or inflamed 
state, extends through all the parts of the kiln, giving an equal, or nearly equal, heat through- 
out that will bake equally, while at the same time it contains more carbon than the supporter 
of combustion can take up in passing through the flues of the kiln formed by the ware, and 
thus prevents the injurious action of the heated oxygen on the surface of the ware, particu- 
larly when baking black lead crucibles." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the use of rosin, or the distillation thereof, as 
a combustible for baking pottery and all' other kinds of earthern ware, substantially as de- 
scribed, as a means of preventing such articles from being 'over-fired' or 'slack-burned,' and 
whereby, also, the injurious action of atmospheric air on the surface of black lead crucibles, 
pottery ware, bricks, &c., is avoided as described." 

7. For an Improvement in Looms for Fi~ured Fabrics; Samuel Eccles, Kensington, Phila- 
delphia county, Pennsylvania, March 5; antd dated December 22, 1849. 

The patentee says,--"The first part of my improvement consists in the mode of working 
the picking motion. 

"The second part of my invention consists of a series of small plates, in combination with 
the motions which act with them, for the purpose of determining the movement of the shuttle- 
boxes. 

"The third part of my invention consists in the apparatus, hereafter described, by which 
the boxes are moved, and are held in their respective positions whilst the pick is being made." 

Claim.--"I claim as my invention, 1st, obtaining the picking motion, or (otherwise ex- 
pressed) giving action to the picking shaft, by means of the shaft carrying the picking fingers 
oscillating with the lay, in combination with the mode of raising and depressing the fingers 
by the combination of the cam and lever, the said cain being detached f?om the other parts 
of the .loom, thereby enabling it to be easily changed in the manner and ibr the purpose above 
specified. ~ .~ 

"2d, I claim the pattern plates, made and worked in the manner and for the purpose herein 
fully made known, in combination with the pattern levers, with the pins fixed in them, the 
lever and cam for the purpose of lifting said pattern levers, the star-driver and the star-plate, 
the mitre wheels, shaft, and bevel wheels, in combination with the cylinder; the respective 
motions herein referred to being carried on or cffected substantially in the manner and for 
the purpose herein fully made known. 

"3d, I claim the combination formed by the mechanism for moving the shuttle-boxes: that 
is to say, the cam, lever, and pulling catches, together with the bevel wheels and intermediate 
bevels k ~ and k 6, together with the star-driver L, and star-plate L ~ and pinion, and the shaft 
k ~, bevels I2 and L 3, together with the star-driver M ~, and star-plate M~; said bevels, abaft, 
star-drivers, and stars, oscillating with the lay, and acting from the same centre, so that the 
connexion between the shuttle-boxes and bevels is never broken or detached; the whole being 
constructed and arranged in the manner and for the purpose herein thlly described I do 
not limit my claim to the precise arrangement herein sdt forth, nor to the movement of any 
description of shuttle-boxes; but I do claim my combination of motions used-for the pro'pose 
of moving shuttle-boxes of any description, when such arrangements and combinations arc 
substantially the same with that herein described. 

"4th, I claim the apparatus for holding the pins in star-driver L, and the pins in bevels 
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k ~8' and ~, and consequently the shutlle-boxes connected therewith in a proper position; or 
more particularly the lever and rod connected with the bracket or carrier; and the action to 
said lever being given by the oscillation of the lay, in the manner and for the purpose herein 
specified." 

8. For an Improved Apparatus for Registering the Depttvof Water in Vessels' IIolds; Nel- 
son EdWards, Chittenden county, Vermont, March 5. 

Claim.~"What I claim as my invention, is the combination of the secondary index hand 
apparatus with the primary index hand apparatus, or that which denotes the depth or rise.of 
water; the secondary index hand apparatus being for the purpose of registering the extreme 
d e p t h  as  above stated." 

9. For' Improvements in Machinery for Dressing ttemp and Flax; William W. Grant, 
Providence county, Rhode Island, March 5. 

C/alm.--"What I claim is the combination of the toothed cylinder, the wind passage, the 
trunk, the endless apron, the set of feed rollers, the concave, and the waste apron; the whole 
arranged and made to operate together substantially in the manner and for the purpose as  
set forth. 

"And, in combination with the feed apron, its roller and toothed cylinder, I claim the pro- 
tecting shield~ the same being~for the purpose of protecting the apron from injury and wear 
as  specified; a!so to protect the journals o~'the rollers from winding up with waste or lint." 

10. For Improvements in Railroad Cars; George S. Hacker, Charleston,~South Carolinal 
March 5. 

The patentee says,~"The principle of my invention consists in supporting each end of 
the platform of the car, and connecting it by turning joints with a secondary platform, which 
secondary platforms are in turn supported near each end on, and connected each by turning 
joints with, two four-wheeled trucks; whereby I am enabled to make railroad cars of much 
greater length than heretofore, whilst at tthe same time they are better adapted to run oh 
curves with safety, find the lateral and vertical vibrations given to the wheels do not produce 
so great an effect on the body of the car." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is supporting and connecting both ends of the 
main platform of a railroad car each with the ceutrcs of secondary platforms, which secondary 
platforms are connected at each end with, and supported each on, four-wheeled trucks, all 
substantially in the manner and for the purpose specified." 

11. For an Improvement in Corn Ploughs; Robert d. King, Lancaster, Lancaster county, 
Pennsylvania, March 5. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as new, is the movable expanding wings, combined and moved 
substantially in the manner and tbr the purpose herein described, by means of right and left 
screws on a cranked shah, that can be turned whilst the plough is in motion." 

12. For Improvemcnls in Cooking Ranges and Air-Heating Furnaces connected therewith; 
James McGregor, Jr., City of New York, March 5. 

The patentee says,--"The object of the first part of my invention is to produce ia the 
o v e n s  of ranges, and other like articles, a constant circulation of hot air. 

"The second part of my invention relates to the top and boiler holes of ranges and stoves, 
a n d  consists in so constructing the contractors as that any two of the direct boiler holes may 
be changed into one of the same size as either one of the two, and the single boiler hole thus 
produced brought directly over the fire. When, by the same arrangement, four boiler holes 
are  reduced to two, they are also brought directly over the centre of tile fire, or nearly so. 

"The third part of my invention has for its object to prevent the breaking of the side of the 
ranges and doors by failing, whcn not securely fastened up and consists in'attaching a spring 
support to the side of the range immediately below the hinge of the door, to receive and sus- 
tain it when it is allowed to l~all, the elasticity of the support preventing the breaking of the 
door or side of the range by concussion. 

"The fourth part of my invention relates to the warming of the rooms of a house by tile 
waste heat fi-om the range, and providing a damper from the hot air flue or reservoir which, 
when open, will allow all the heated air to ascend out of the flue, and cause a current of air 
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to pass from all rooms connected therewith, when the register or registers are opened in the 
~aid room or rooms, leading to the hot air flue, more particularly when the cold air fluo is 
dosed by the damper." 

C/alm.--"What I claim as my invention, is, 1st, equalizing the heat in the oven by allow- 
ing the air to circulate and ascend through the chamber bctween the fire box and the front 
oven plate, for the purpose substantially as set forth. 

"2d, I also claim so constructing the contractors that two of the boiler holes may be changed 
into one of the same size as either of the other two, by which means a boiler hole may be 
had directly over the centre of the fire, or four boiler hotcs reduced to two, all being of the 
same size, as .described. 

"3d, I claim, in combination with the air-heating apparatus, the disposition or arrangement 
ef the valves with either of the valves on the door, for the purpose of ventilation as described; 
the position of the valves is not material, so that their cmnbined operation shall be as set 
torth." 

13. For an Improvement in Air-Heatb2g Furnaces; James McGregor, Jr., Wilton, Saratoga 
county, New York, March 5. 

The patentee says,--"My improvements consist, 1st, in forming on the inside of each seg- 
ment of the cylinder, and at each seam or joining of the plates or staves composing the cy- 
linder, a semi-cylindrlcal or other formed tube, to be filled with sand to form sand lutes, which 
will render the joints air-tight, and thus prevent the escape ef smoke and other gases; and 
second, in separating the fire pot from the air chamber by a partition, and suspending it to 
the bottom of the heating chamber, by providing the upper edge of the fire pot with a hori- 
zontal flanch fitted to corresponding grooves in the bottom of the heating chamber, so that 
the fire pot can~be pushed in and out with facility." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is, 1st, making the heating chamber in sections, 
in cmnbination with the segments of tubes or vertical cavities, cast on the platcs at the laps, 
contaiuing sand, substantially as described, whereby they are rendered air tight. 

"2d, I claim the mode of fastening the handle to the grate, and kccping the grate true with 
the handle, by means of the bolt by which they are connected with the two studs, as substan- 
tially set forth. 

"3d, I claim the separate chamber for the fire pot, uqfieh is suspended below the chmnber 
ef combustion, to prevent the air heated by the fire pot from entering into the air chamber 
surrounding the heating cylinder, for the purpose and in the manner as substantially set 
forth. 

"4th, I claim admitting air and flame through the pipe, and its aperture or apertures, into 
the chamber of cmnbustion and radiation, in the manner and for the purpose substantially as 
set forth. 

"5th, I also claim this mode of introducing the heated air and flame, in combination with 
the descending draft, as described." 

14. F o r  an Improvement in Cooking Stoves; Charles M. Nelson, Cincinnati, Ohio, March 5. 
The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in combinfi~g with thc sliding 

reglster, at the back of the fire chamber, a pivoted valve or damper arranged above the said 
xegister, which will admit all the heat, or part, at pleasure, to pass over the oven or under it, 
~ccording to the position of said register and valve." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the arrangement of the valve or dam per above 
t'c~e back plate of the fire chamber, hi combination with tile register, for regulating the drait, 
as herein fully set forth." 

~.5. For an Improvement in the Composition for Enamelling Hollow Ware; C. E. & O. H. 
Paris, Pans, France, March 5; in England, January 23, 1849. 

The patentees say,--"Our invention consists of a new and u.seful composition for coating 
articles made of either wrought or cast iron, so as to keep off the atmosphere, and other fluids 
and matters which would cause the iron to oxidize. "The composition consists of 130 parts 
erf flint glass reduced to powder, 20½ parts of carbonat~ of soda, amt 12 parts of boracic acid. 
These matters, beb:g intimately mixed, are to be placed in a glass-maker's crucible and 
melted; the same is then to be drawn off and cooled, an¢l then broken down into fine.powder." 

Claim.--" What we claim is the new and useful glazing composition for coating articles 
of iron to prevent oxidation, substantially as specified." 
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16. For an Improvement in Apparatus for Retaining Cars on the Ralts; William Payne, 

City of New York, March 5. 
The patentee says,--"MY improvement consists in the invention of a certain apparatus to 

be applied to, and eombine~t with, the trucks of ears of locomotives, tenders, freight and other 
carriages running upon railways, which apparatus has fgr its object the prevention of acci- 
dents fromthe said trucks or ears being thrown or dislodged from the rails by any obstacle 
in the way of the free passage of the burthen wheels over them." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is combining the trueks or other suitable parts 
of locomotives, freight and passenger ears, with the rails, by means of two bars, one vertical 
and one horizontal, connected in such way that oscillations and other vibratory movements 
of said ears will be permitted without disengaging the hoods or rollers attached to the lower 
ends of the vertical bars from the flaach of the rails; the whole being arranged substantially 
in the manner described herein." 

17. For lmp+oved Winged Metallic Cartridges; Alonzo D. Perry, City of New York, 

March 5. 
The patentec says,--"My improvements relate to that class of cartridges or loaded balls in 

which the ball iu made cylindrical, with a spherical or pointed end, and the rear part hollow, 
to contain the charge of powder. 

"The first part of my invention consists in slitting the rear end of the hollow part of the 
ball a givendistance apart around the periphery, and in lines parallel or slightly oblique to 
the axis, so that after the charge of powdcr~..with a gun cotton or other equivalent cap over 
it, has been inserted, the slittcd parts ean be bent in, overlapping each other to secure the 
charge, and whieh, when the ball is discharged from the barrel of a gun or other fire arm, 
will be spread out by the force of the discharge, and form spiral wings, to give a rotary mo- 
tion to the ball to gtiide it in a straight line. 

"And the second part of my invention consists in forming the forward end of the ball with 
a nipple, to which is fitted apercussion cap, so that when the ball strikes and enters a maga- 
zine, &c., the explosion of the cap may ignite the body struck, when this is used in combina- 
tion with a ball having wings or other means of guiding and keeping the cap in f~ont." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the method of enclosing the charge of powder 
in the hollow part of the ball, by slitting its rear end and bending in tim parts so slilted, sub- 
stantially as herein deseribed, that, when the ball is discharged, the parts so slitted may be 
forced out to become feathers or wings to guide the ball, substantially as described" 

18. For an lm~oved Procesa in-the ~tlanufacture~ ~f Glucose; George Riley, City of  New 
York, March 5. 

The patentee says,--"The natwe of my invention consists in the making of a saccharine 
substance, known as glucose or grape sugar, from the meal of Indian corn, for fermenting 
and 'other purposes, by boiling the same under a pressure greater than that of the atmosphere 
in water acidulated with sulphuric acid." 

Claim . . . .  What I claim as my" invention, is the conversion of corn meal into a solution 
• of grai)e sugar or glucose, by bo~ing the same under a pressure greater than that of the at- 

mosphere in water acidulated with snlphuric acid, substantially in the manner described." 

19. For an Improvement in the Con.vtructlon of Fire Places and Throats of Chiranles; C. 
W. Russell, City of Washington, D. C., March 5. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention in constructing fire places and chimnie.~, 
and in altcririg those already constructed, to increase their draft and prevent them from 
smoking,~ consists in formin~, a flue in the centre of the back of the fire place, between the 
hearth and top of the back or horizontal offset, cxtending horizontally from the fire place 
into the brickwork as fi~r as the back wall of the chimney, and thm l perpendicularly to the 
top of said back, and opening into the space directly above the horizontal off-set, and cen- 
trally under the flue of the chimney, flaring to the right and to the left as it ascends, and at " 
the same time becoming narrowcr in its cross-section, making the area of the outlet at the 
plane of the off-set lesser than the area of the inlet at the back of the fire place. 

"And in connexion with the before described flue in the back of the fire place, the main 
flue of the chimney stack must be brought down to within nine inches from the bottom of 
the arch or breast of the fire place. 

"And also, in connexion with the before described improvements, dropping the back of the 
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fire place about two courses ~ | o w  the arch or breast forming the horizontal off-set before 
mentioned." 

Claim.--"What I claim as rny invention, consists in constructing chimnies with an addi- 
tional flue in the b:.ck of the fire place, made in the manner and tbr the purpose herein fully 
set forth, in combination with the bringing down of the main flue of the chiu~ney stack, as 
above described, with the horizontal off-sct at the top of the back of the fire place, and the 
spac~ at the sides, all as herein fully set forth." 

20. For an Improvement in MailAxles; William H.Saunders, Hastings-upon-Hudson, West 
Chester county, New York, March 5. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the making open grooves, of whatever form. 
cast or cut in or upon the large end of axle boxes, upon carriage axles technically [~nown as 
mail axles, and upon axles for cars with short bolts, with whatever form of head fitted into 
the grooves, for securing the wheels and boxes upon such carriage axles, and upon cars, in 
the place of, and supersede, long bolts which are now in use for securing such wheels and 
b o x e s ,  '~ 

21. For an Improvement in Cook i77g Ranges; Frederick H. Stimpson, Boston, Massachu- 
setts, March 5. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my inven t~ ,  is extending back the front boiler chamber or 
chambers, to form the back boiler chamber or chambers at the side or sides of the elevated 
oven, substantially as described, in combination with the partition or partitions at the side of 
the front boiler chamber or chambers, and extending back of the back boiler chamber or 
chambers, when the said partition or partitions is provided with fluc holes at the side of the 
side boiler or boilers, and back of the back boiler or boilers, and leading to the flue around 
the elevated oven, substantially in the manner and'for the purpose specified." • 

22. For an Improvement in Chimney Caps¢ Edward Whitely, Boston, Massachusetts, 
March 5 .  

Clalm.--"What I claim as nay invention, is the improved ventilator, constructed of a com- 
bination of a series of external plates, a series of internal pla'~es, and openings or smoke pas- 
sages, arranged, covered, and applied to a flue, and made to operate togdther, substaqtially in 
the manner as specified" 

23. For an Improved Scraper for Removing Snow from Ice; Nathaniel J. Wyeth, Cam- 
bridge, Middlesex county, Massachusetts, March 5. 

The patentee says,--"My ice scraper consists of a wooden frame of tile form;in outline, 
nearly of an isosceles triangle, the surfaces of the two equal sides beingbevelcd'or cbhmfercd 
off, so as to form an obtuse angle with the surface of the ice, and being fitccd with strips of 
iron for about half their width, the base of the triangular fi'ame having at each end metallic 
guides, which fit into the grooves of the ice, formed as shown in fig. 1 and hereafter ex- 
plained." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is an ice scraper constructed substantially as 
above described: that is, in the form of a triangle, (so that in moving in either direction, the 
snow will be thrown by the diagonal sides at right angles to the course of the scraper,) and 
the base having guides which move in grooves formed in the ice, and control the motions o1" 
the implement, as herein above set forth." 

24. For an Improvement in Gas Metres; James Long, Chicago, Illinois, lV~arch 5. 
Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the use of the fi)ur mercurial valve cups, as 

described, for filling and discharging alternately the two measuring gasomcters, as set ibrth. 
"I also claim the shaft, in combination with the levers and pawl, for giving simultaneous 

movement to the hands of the dials, the valves, and the gasometers, as set forth." 

25. For an Improvement in the Spiral ,Spring Sash Stopper; William I~. Bamard, Bristol. 
Hartford county, Connecticut, March 12. t / 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the combination with the ratchet or click, or 
any well known equivalent therefor, to arrest the action of the sash elevator, of the spring 
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bolt for fastening the sash, thereby giving double security against any disturbance of the pa- 
sition of the sash, substantially in the manner and for the purposes sct forth°" 

26. For an Improvement in Cutting Figures in R~llefon Wood; John T. Bruen, City cf 
:N'ew York, March 12. 

Claim . . . .  What  I claim as my invention, is the cmnbination of an adjustable guide rack 
with an adjustable guide b.lock, to produce the transverse in combination with the longitu&-- 
nal motion, for the purpose of producing on wood or other material forms of a curvilinear, 
zig-zag, or mixed outline, substantially as set forth. 

"I likewise claim thc device for eflbcting the reversal of the shifting lever, constructed and 
arranged substantially as herein set forth, and composed essentially of the adjustable stops, 
springs, detents, vibrating frame, and wheels." 

27. For Fastening of Terrets in Harness Saddles; ~. B. Cool, Columbus, Ohio, March I~. 
The patentee says . - -"The nature of my invention consists in unitirlg a self-adjusting pad 

to one of the legs of a saddle-tree, and also to the tcrret, by means of a single joint, composed 
substantially in the manner hereinafter set forth." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the cmnbination of an adjustable pad and a 
terret with each other, and with one of the legs of a harness saddle-tree, by means of a single 
joint, so (~onstructed that neither the pad or the terret can he turned on their axes from their 
.proper positi~)ns, substantialiy as herein set tbrth, to wit, by means of a rectangular opening 
in each leg of the saddle-tree, with lugs descending from its sides, ibr the reception of the 
shank of a terret, and by the ears rising from the upper side of a pad, that receive between 
them the end of the shank of the terret, through holes in which ears and terret shank the 
rivet passes, and holds the three parts securely together." 

28. For an Improvement in Ventilating Railroad Cars; James Cunningham, Reading, Berks 
county, Pennsylvania, March 12. 

The patentee says,--"My invention consists in attaching to one of the cars of a train a 
centrifugal fan which is driven from one of the axletrees of the car, the blast thus generate~l 
being conveyed through the car by pipes, whence it is discharged by adjustable a,(~jutages ~" 
peculiar form in the direction required, to prevent the dust from entering the car. 

Cluim.--"What I claim as my invention, is tEc empIoyment of jets of air, produced sub- 
stantially in the manner herein set forth, for prcventing the entrance of dust into railroad 
cars or carriages of any description." 

29. For an Improvement in Furnaces for Heating Sad Irons; John T. Davy, Troy, New 
York, March 12. 

, The patentee says , - -"The nature of  my invention consists in combinin with a ortable 
furnace, of ordinary constructmn, a surrounding heating chamber provided gith spe2PuCres or 
slots, combined with a flap or door at top, which will admit of inserting the body of the fiat 
for the purpose of heating it, and leave the handlds exposed to the cooling influence of the external air." 

Claim . . . .  What I claim as my invention, is combining with a portable furnace of the 
Usual construction, a s~rroonding heating chamber provided with apertures or slots, to admit 
of the insertion or removal of the flats, combincd with the door or flap at top, substantially as described. 

"I also claim providing the said air-heating chamber with a revolving top provided with a 
small door or flap, which, by the rotation, may be brought directly over the slots in succes- 
sion, and the fiats inserted or removed, substantially as described." 

~0. For an Improvement in Coloring Photographic Pictures; Aaron O. Dayton, City of 
Washington, D. C., March 12. 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the application to photographic pictures taken 
upon paper, or upon transparent m' translucent medium, of the mode of coloring I have de: 
scribed, or any other substantially the same, and which will produce a similar effect." 

2* 
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31, For Improvements in Pumps for Deep Wells; Nehemiah Dodge, City of :New York, 
March 12. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as new, is the combination of the pump barrel, having a valve as 
described, with the water chamber at the bottom and the levcr at the top, substantially as 
described, so as to raise the water by clcvating and dcpressiug the barrel, thereby dispensing 
with the ordinary piston and piston rod and avoiding the inconvenicnces iucident thereto." 

32. For I.,nprovements in Machlnery for M~king Pill Boxes; Asa Fessenden, Baldwinsvillc, 
Worcester county, Massachusetts, Marcia 12. 

Clalm.--"What I claim is the above described peculiar arrangement of two or more sets 
of reducing cutters, applied to one carriage as above set tbrth, two or more sets of reducing 
cutters, applied to another carriage in a similar manner, feeding apparatus applied as above 
set forth to each cutting apparatus, and two circular saws playing between, and acting in con- 
cert with, the adjacent opposite cutting apparatus of both carriages; the whole operating to- 
gether substantially as specified. 

"I also claim the combination of machinery by which each of the circular saws, or their 
puppet heads or carriages, are alternately moved, first in ouc direction and next in the oppo- 
site direction, and on their supporting ways; the said machinery consisting of the arm affixed 
to the upright shaft, the slide, and its projecting pin applied to the end of the said arm, the 
grooved cam plate, the lever or arm, connecting-rod, the pin projecting frmn the under side 
of the carriage, and the springs; the whole being constructed and made to operate substan- 
tially in the manner and for the purpose as specified." 

33, For a Culllvating Seed Planter; William Flory and George A. Grove, Chambersburg, 
Franklin county, Pennsylvania, March 12. 

Clalm.--"What we claim as our invention, is the combination of the roller and the harrow, 
for crushing and pulverizing the soil, with the cultivator teeth for forming the furrows and 
d~positing the seed, the roller preceding the harrow, and both preceding the cultivator teeth, 
am set forth." 

34. For an Improvement in Alr-Heatlng Stoves; Perry Goodhue, Cincinnati, Ohio, March 12. 
The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in constructing stovcs, or other 

similar structures, so that, the fire once lighted, the fuel shall be confined iu a bowl or other 
shaped vessel, to which air can alone have access through perforations in the bottom of a 
cylindrical vessel, inserted within and oflcsser diameter than the drum usually placed over 
the fire bowl for the purpose of radiating heat. The perforations bcing thus located, the jets 
of air are thrown down directly into the heart of the fire, and the flame is forced to lick the 
sides of the drum as it passes through the annular space between the air-jotter and the drum. 

"I also pass a pipe through the fire, the pipe having an enlargement perforated for the 
purpose of throwing jets of air athwart the direction of the downward jets of air before men- 
tioned, thus creating a commotiml calculated intimately to commingle the downward and 
~horizontal jets of air with the flame and gases of the fire; and also continuing the pipe through 
~the aforementioned downward air-jotter, up to a reservoir located on the top of the drum, the 
,reservoir having a perforated top, and thereby discharging the heated air into the domestic 

, or other apartment." 
Claim.--"What I claim therein as new, is inserting the vessel as described for throwing 

down jets of air directly upon the flame and other results of combustion, the cylindrical ves- 
sel being of less diameter than the drum, half-way up and within which it is placed, so that 
the flame and results of cmnbustion are commingled with the jets of air and more thoroughly 
consumed, and are also forced to lick the sides of the drum, and thus cause the greatest pos- 
sible radiation of heat. 

"And in combination with the foregoing, I claim the pipe with its enlargement, and the 
reservoir, as described, for carrying a column of air through a pipe led through the heart of 
the fire, this pipe being enlarged about the level of the top of the fire bowl, so as to throw 
jets of air athwart the direction of the downward jets before described, and this pipe being 
also continued up to a reservoir on the top of the drum, through perforations on the top of 
which air-reservoir .lets of heated air are continually thrown into the domestic or Other apart- 
ment; by which general construction of this pipe I effect a complete commingllng, consuming, 
and outward forcing of the results of combustion against the sides of the dru m, and at the 
same time furnish to the apartment an agent for heating and keeping up an active circulation 
of the atmosphere in the room to which heat is to be imparted." 
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35. For  an Improvement in Regulators fiJr Drawing Rollers; Whi t ing  Hoyden, Windham,  
Windham county, Connecticut, March 12. 

The  patentee says , - - "The  nature of my invention consists in the application of a eertaiu 
apparatus or combination of mechanical devices to the drawing frame, by means of which 
the speed of the rolls aeeornplisbing the draft upon the sliver of cotton is regulated by the 
size of volume of said sliver of co~ton itself, thus causing 'the work of the machine to tie uni- 
form and perfect as delivered by the rolls, and the apparatus to effect the same to he sell:. 
acting." 

Clalm.--What I claim as my invention, is the combination of the tube, lever, weight, 
jointed bar, oscillating shaft and pinion, gears, screw shaft, nut, arms, with their belt guides, 
belt, cones, shaft and bevel gears, for changing and regulat ing the speed of the rolls, for equal- 
izing the drawing or making the sliver the required size, substantially as described." 

86. For  an Improvement in Oil Presses; Edwin Hills, Cincinnati ,  Ohio, March 12. 

The  patentee says , - - "My oil press is composed of a series of cases arranged above each 
other between the crown aud base plates of a power press; each ease is open at one end, for 
the introduction and withdrawal of the charge of the substance to be acted upon; the bottom 
ofeaeh  ease is also open ibr the entrance e r a  follower secured to the top of the one next 
below it. 

"Each  case is lined with plates of iron or steel, which are perforated to allow the escape 
of oil expressed from the substance within them, into channels formed in the sides of the 
case, whence i( flows into a gutter formed on the upper side of the top of each case. These 
gutters collect the oil from the several channels and deliver it to the receptacle provided for 
the purpose. The  press is constructed in such a manner  that when the pressure is removed, 
the cases, descending by their weight  are received upon rests provided tbr the purpose, which 
retain them in their proper position for discharging the spent materials and introducing a 
fresh charge." 

Glaim.~"What I claim as new, is, 1st, the construction and arrangement  of a series of 
press cases, substantially as herein set fbrth, each box forming or carrying the follower of the 
one next  above, and all being supported, when not  in action, at suitable distances apart by 
the offsets on the guides. 

"2d, The  combination of the perforated l ining plates with the grooves or channels on the 
interior of the press cases, substantially as set ibrth." 

37. For  an Improvement in Noddle-tronsfor Saw Milh.; Gideon Hotehkiss, Windsor, Broome 
county, New York, March 12. 

Clalm.--"What I claim ~s my improvement in noddle-irons for saw mills, is the combi- 
nation of the four-pointed knuckle with indented straps amt screw tie-bolts; the whole con- 
structed and arranged substantially in tim manner  and for the purposes set forth." 

38. For  Improvements in Looms for ]Vea't,ing Piled Fabrle~; Elias  Johnson, assignee of 
John Johnson, Troy, N e w  York, iV[arch 12; antd dated March 19, 1849. 

The patentee says , - - "The  first part of my invention, which relates to the forming of the 
piled or looped sur/}~ce, consists in inserting the figuring wire or wires into the open shed of 
the warps, and withdrawing it or them from under the pile or figuring loops, by means of a 
carrier to which one end of the wire is attached, and which has a reciprocating motion from 
and towards the selvage, to withdraw and insert the figul:ing or looping wire, and also a mo- 
tion towards and from the lathe of the loom, to carry the figuring wire from the woven part 
to the open shed of the warps preparatory to the insc "lion thereof, and then a back motion to 
carry the wire up to and ag~dust the woven part of the fahrie. 

"The  second part of my invention consists in combining with the wire carrier a guide or 
support, through which the figuring wire passes, and in which " " 
or support is Operated to m,~t :~ . . . . .  at shdes, when the said guide 

,n,, . . . .  -.=vc ttt umsou w/tin tile wire corrier t~l~-ards and from the lay. 
o n e  tmru part of my inventiou consists in formiu= tile "leo o s 

dueed from onnosite s:-~ . . . . . .  ' ~, pl r l o p .  on two wires intro- 
• v r  slues or the moric and which la~ in the middle of th . ' being chamfered at the lan wh . 5 '  • • . _ . . e thbne, the ends 

weaving" wine'" Iaor~cs" " " is avoidcd.r' ereoy, toe nlconvenmnee arising I tem the use of long wires in 

"And the fourth part of my invention consists in so arranging the shuttle and harness 
, motions as to omit one pick in the formation of every range of'loops, that the lay may make 

insertlon°ne beat withoutof the fillingthr°wingor weft."the shuttle or working the warps, to beat up the wire before the 
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Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the method of inserting the figuring wire or 
wires into the open shed, and withdrawing the same fi'om under the woven pile or loops by 
means of a carrier or carriers, to which one end of the figuring wire or ~'ires is or are attached, 
when the said carrier or carriers is so operated, substantially as herein described, as to receive 
a motion fro:lJ and towards the selvage of ihbric to insert and withdraw tbe wire, and towards 
and from the lay to carry the wire to the open shed, and, when iaserted~ back against the 
woven part of the fabric, all substantially as described. 

"I also claim combining with each carrier and figuring wire, a guide or support through 
which the wire passes, substantialh) a~ described, when the said guide receives a motion to- 
wards arid from the lay in unison with the carrier, substantially as dcseribed. 

"I' also claim forming each range of figuring loops on two wires, introduced fi'om opposite 
sides and overlapping in the middle, with the lapping ends chamtbred or beveled, substantially 
as described." 

39. For an Improvement i1~ Cast Iron Car Wheels; Lyman Kinsley, Norfolk county, Mas- 
sachusetts, March 12. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my improvement, is the wheel or combination of the arched 
support plate, the curved spokes or arms, and the curved plate with the solid or undivided 
hub, and the chilled rim, all cast together and in one piece, substantially as specified." 

40. For an Improvement in Ca~t Iron Car W/~eels; Lyman Kinsley, ~orfolk county, Mas- 
sachusetts, March 12. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the wheel madewith the chilled rim or hollow 
felloe, or a support plate extending around and within the chilled rim, a curved plate uniting 
the rim and hub, a series of curved arms, and an undivided or unsplit hub, all cast or founded, 
and combined together in one piece, substantially in manner as specified." 

41. For an Improvement in the Interior Arrangemen[ of Steam Boilers; Sylvanus Knight, 
Winchester, Randolph county, Indiana, March 12. 

The patentee says,--"The first part of my invention consists of contrivances for obviating 
the difficulties hitherto incident to steam boilers subject to great changes of position, such as 
those employed in locomotive steam engines on common roads, and in marine stcam vessels. 

The second part of my invention consists in arrangements for the more economical and 
effectual working of the stack." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as new, is the troughs surmounting diaphragms, (which separate 
the water space vertically into as many isolated chambers,) and having sides which rise higher 
towards the outside, in order to collect such water as overflows, and to distribute it among 
the several parts when the boiler receils." 

42. For "an Improved Lever-Lewls; Thomas Lidgerwood, Brooklyn, New York, March 12. 
Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is attaching a bent lever, having its foot resting 

against or booking under one of the vertical sides of a stone, to that same vertical side of the 
stone, by any of the well known forms of lewis, substantially in the manner and ibr the put 
pose described." 

43. For an Improvement in the Gauge for Water Casks; Henry Schreiner, assignee of John 
Marquart, Jr., Reading, Berks county, Pennsylvania, March 12. 

Clalm.--"Wbat I claim as my invention,is the combination of the joints or rods with the 
piece A C D, scale F, and piece B C D, in the manner set tbrth." 

44. For art Improvemenl in Flouring Mills; Alexander F. Menefee, Rappahannock county, 

Virginia, March 12. 
Clalm.--"What I claim as new, is the manner ill which I have arranged and combined the 

spouts and tubes, and their slides, with each other and with the bottqm of'the chest, and with 
the boxed conveyors, by which complete control is obtained over the quality of thd flour 
passed into the packing chest, and also to give a similar control over the quantity and quality 
of the flour carried from the chest into the conveyor L, to be returned through f to the flour 
elevators, substantially as described. 

"I claim the manner in which I have arranged and combined spouts k 1, pipes b b, &c., 
and their slides c e e, &c., with each other and with B F L, and M and O with F, and F with 
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0 and H, by which the flour and hran are mingled in any desired proportions and passed 
together into H, so as to give complete contiol over the action and'products of H, and to 
prevent the choking or filling up of the meshes of the bolting cloth, substantially as described. 

"I claim also the manner in which I have combined spout d with the bottom of I and top 
of L, and g with the bottom of L and the burrs, so as to pass to the burrs such portions of 
the mit dti lgs as reqo re re-grinding, suhstantiallq as described. 

"And while I do not claim as my invention tile separate parts of my bolting machinery 
taken individually, [ do claim as new the manner of combining and arran-ing those parts 
substantially as before described, so that entire control is given over the process of bolting, 
and it is made one entire and continuous action and by machinery, by which any desired por- 
tion of the flour in the tirst bolting chests is passed through i, or through i and j ,  into the 
packing chest, and any portion thereof passed through k or l into L, and thence through f .  
with the flour from [ through e, to the elevators, and any portion, at the miller's discretion, 
passed through b b, &c., into F. 

"And the flour unbolted from M, the flour from b b, &c., and the bran from O, mingled 
and passed together in any proportions through G into I and H, and there thorolaghlybolted 
and separated without any choking of the meshes of' the holt, the bran passed off through J, 
and the offal through h, in any required condition, the middlings forced through d into L, 
and from thence through g" to the burrs to be re-ground, while the flour is forced through e 
into L/and,  meeting with the flour passed into L from 1, with it carried t h rough f  to the flour 
elevators." 

45. 'Fdr an hnprovement in Abdominal Supporters; Mary ~,V. O'Meara, City of .New "York, 

March 12. 
The patentee says,----"The nature of my invention consists in providing an abdominal sup- 

porter composed of a bodice support for the abdomen, with the ribs projecting to the middle, 
and combining the same with section trunk hose, or short legs, to retain the bodice firmly in 
its place and prevent it from gathering or being raised up by the bodily action of the person 
w h o  wears  it." 

Clnim.~"I claim this abdominal supporter, constructed with the bodice as described, in 
combination with the trunk hose. in the manner described, or in any other manner substan- 
tially the same for the purpose set forth." 

46. For an Improved Method of Operating Lock Bolls; Henry C. Jones, assignee of Thos. 
Slaight, Newark, New Jersey, March 12. 

The patentee says,--"My invention relates to the construction of the lock for locking the 
switeh~ aml consists in operating, by means of reciprocating slides, a vibrating lever provided 
with a bolt at one end, projecting from the back face of the lock, in combination with a spring 
guard-plate, provided with a notch, for the purpose of preventing the key from turning, and 
otherwise so formed as to prevent the withdrawal of the key unless the bolt is thrown. It is 
obvious that this lock is peculiarly adapted to the ]o~king of switches on railroads, the lock 
being provided with a guard-plate to prevent tb~e key from being withdrawn unless the bolt 
is loeked." 

Claim . . . .  What  I claim as my invention, is operating', by means of reciprocating slides, a 
vibrating lever provided with a bolt at one end, and projecting from the back face of the leek, 
substantially as described." 

4"/. For an Improvement in Bralces for Carriages; Win.  T.  Welch, J r ,  Churchville, Hat- 
ford county, Maryland, March 12. 

The patentee says,--"My improvements relate to the eombination and arrangemen~ of a 
suspended toothed or notched locking bar w.th the connecting rod, rubber bar, and plate with 
its spring hook rod, for disengaging said locking bar to relieve the rubbers from the peri- 
pheries of the wheels." 

Claim . . . .  All that I claim as my invention, is the combination and arrangement of the 
suspended toothed or notched bar, staple, spring hook rod, connecting rod, and plate, tor ac- 
tuating and locking the rubbers against the peripherics of" the wheels, and unlocking the same 
in passing over plains, by the action of the horses, as described and representcd." 

48. For a Machine for Giving Increased Twist in Culling Rifles; Edwin Williams and 
James Culbertson, Kenton county, Kentucky, March 12. 

The patentees say , - -"The nature of our invention consists in so arranging a. rifle guide, 
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in a machine for rifling, or cutting the groove in rifles or other fire arms, that the machine 
can be made to cut a straight groove in the bore of the rifle, or be made to cuta regular twist, 
making a fraction of a revolution or a number of revolutions in the length of a barrel, or he 
made to cut a groove gradually increasing or decreasing in its twist as it approaches either 
end, being adjustable at pleasure to any required ratio of increase or decrease." 

Claim.--" What we claim as new, is the jointing the guide, in combination with the chord 
piece tbr sustaining it in position, or their equivalents, for the purpose of giving the guide, as 
bent, when opcrated upon by the aforesaid lugs or screws, or their equivalents, a rocking 
motion, making the point of attachment to ~he traversing bar or other similar contrivance, 
describe a curve with reference to the bed which traverses beneath, thereby compelling the 
point of attachment to the traversing bar, or its equivalent, to recede in a gCadually increasing 
ratio (accompanied by an equivalent increased velocity of the rotary head) from the axis of 
the mandril, for the purpose of' producing an increasing or decreasing twist to the groove in 
the bore, after tile manner substantially as herein described." 

49. For an Improved Melh(M of Applffing Fusible Metal lo Boilers; Edward H. Ashcroft, 
Boston, Massachusetts, March 19. 

The patentee says,---"My invention consists of a tube closed by a perforated cap filled with 
fusible metal; the cap is protruded through and secured in an opening made in that part of 
the fire or flue space of the boiler which soonest becomes unduly heated, so that its bottom 
is acted upon directly by the flame; and the open extremity of the tube is passed through the 
boiler and communicates with the external air; when the fusible metal melts it no longer 
opposes an obstacle to the passage of the steam through the perforations of the cap into the 
tube, but allows it to escape through the latter, and give notice of the heated state of the 
boiler." 

Claim.--"What I claim as new, is inserting the fusible metal in a perforated cap which 
is protruded through and screwed into any sheet of the fire or flue surface of the boiler, sub- 
stantially as herein set forth, in such manner that the bottom of the cap is exposed directly 
to the action of the heat, the fusible metal within the cap dosing the end of the tube throt~gh 
which the steam rushes to give warning when the metal melts." 

50. For Improvements in Looms for Wiring Piled Fabrics; Mertoun C. Bryant, Lowell, 
Massachusetts, March 19• 

The patentee says,--"The first part of my invention consists in cutting the loops on the 
wires, as the cloth is woven, by means of a reciprocating kniib combined with the weavimg 
part of the loom, and operated by a mangle motion, or any equivalent mechanical move- 
ment which will carry it across the face of the cloth and back• 

"The second part of my invention consists ill combining with the reciprocating knife for 
cutting the loops, a take-up roller provided with cogs which enter between the wires ever 
which the loops are formed, to present by a position intermittent motion the range of loops 
successively to the knives, am] parallel to tbcir motion. 

"] 'he third part of my invention consists in combining with the knife ibr cutting the looi~s , 
beveled or wedge-formed guides, placed near the selvege of the cloth, between which the 
knife passes, and by which its edge is guided to enter the grooves in the figuring wires. 

"The fourth part of my invention consists in combining with the knif~ for cutting the 
loops, a trough into which the wires drop, and a second trough into which they are succes- 
sively transferred, that they may be carried back to and under the looping warps. 

"] 'he fifth part of my invention, which relates to an improvement in the method of trans- 
ferring the wires to the open shed of the warps invented, and secured by letters patent to 
E. B. Bigelow, consists in combining with the trough into which the wires are transferred 
chains with projecting wings or spurs which, in succession, take the wires and carry them 
up and deliver them in an appropriate box at the side of the lay. 

"And the last part of my invention which relates to an improvement .on the method of 
guiding and supporting the looping wires secured by letters patent to E. B. Bigelow, con- 
sists in making the dents of tile reed with slots or gi'ooves in their [rout cdge, through which 
and by which the wires pass, and are guided and supportcd as they are introduced in the 
open shed of the figuring warps." 

Claim.7-"What I claim as my invention, is, 1st, cutting the loops in the grooved wires 
as the cloth is woven, by means of a reciprocating knife, cmnbiued with the weaving parts 
of the power loom, and operated substantially as herein described. 

"2,], Combining with the reciprocating knife for cutting the loops, a take-up rolier, pro- 
vided with cogs, which enter between the looping wires, substantial]y, as herein described, 
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for the purpose of presenting the ranges of loops in succession, and in a proper position to 
the action of the knife, as herein described. 

"3d, Combining with the reciprocating knife for cutting the loops, beveled or wedge- 
formed guides~ placed near the sclvege of the cloth substantially, as herein described, tbr 
guiding the knife at the commencement of the cuts, as described. 

"4th, Combining with the reciprocating kniti~ ibr cutting the loops, a trough into which 
the wires fall frmn the cat pile, and a second trough into which they are successively trans- 
ferred, substantially as herein described. 

"5th, Combining with the second trough into which the wires are transferred, chains 
with projecting wings, or spurs, substantially as herein described, for taking the wires in 
succession from the said trough, and transt~rring them to a wire box attached to the lay 
substantially as herein described. 

"And lastly, Guiding and supporting the looping wires as they are introduced under the 
warps, by means of slots or notches in the dents, substantially as herein described." 

51. For an Improvement in Machines for Planing OrJmmental Mouldings; John B. H. 
Chatain, City of.New York, March 19. 

Claim . . . .  What I claim, is the method of using two scrapers, one in advance of the 
other, in combirration with a single gauge. 

"I also claim the method of using the universal joint, in combination with the swivel car- 
riage, and two gauges, the same being constructed, arranged, and operated essentially, as 
above set forth'and described." 

.52. For an Improvement in Machines for Making Hat Bodies; Woodbfidge Eaglesfield, 
assignee of Edward F. Candit and Alfred Taylor, Springfield, Essex county, 1'flew 
York, March 19. 

The patentees say,--"This improvement consists in combining with the feed rollers and 
brush, a cylindrical rotary card, and one or more narrow fiat stationary cards, placed above, 
and so near to the cylindrical card as to be just in contact with it. This cylindrical card is 
between the feed rollers and brush, and parallel to them; its axis is in the same plane with 
the line at which the feed rollers meet or a little above it. A second cylindrical card is 
placed between the brush and the flat cards, and above the first cylindrical card, in such a 
position in relation to them, as to work against the face of the first cylindrical card, and to 
be operated upon by the brush. 

"The fur as it is fe~d through the roller is received by the first cylindrical card, which re- 
volves very rapidly, and the fur is thereby worked against the stationary card and its fibres 
separated. 

"The second cylindrical card which revolves slowly, assists in the working and more 
thorough and complete separation of the fibres of the fur. 

"The fur is then taken from the cylindrical cards by the i~rush, which also revolves with 
great rapidity, and is thrown into the trunk and carried forward and deposited upon the 
cone of the tbrmer." 

Claim.--"What we claim as our improvement, is the combination of the rotating brush 
"for throwing the fibres, with the cards, which take the fibres from the feed rollers, and sepa- 
rate and prepare them, and with the trunk which guides and tim exhausted former on which 
the fibres are deposited substantially as herein described. 

53. For an Iraprovement in Weighing Frames; Charles Downer, Philadelphia, Pennsyl- 
vania, March 19. 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the manner of constructing the portable 
frame for the scale beam as set forth; said ti'ame consisting essentially of the hinged beam, 

• setm°vableforth."standard' and platform, these parts being arranged a.nd cmflbined substantially as 

54. For an Improved Apparatus for Trimming Vessels; Evan L. Evans, Mount Holly, 
Burlington county, 1New Jersey, March 19. 

The patentee says,--"My invention consists in a shifting weighted car running upon a 
t~ailroad supported on a cradle, which is extended from one side of a vessel to the other, and 
is arranged in such a manner that either of its extrenfities can be raised to give a sufficient 
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inclination to the rall track, to cause the car to run by its own weight to that side of the 
vessel which re luires to be weighted to bring her to an even bearing." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, and desire to secure by letters patent, is the 
herein described method of trimming vessels by means of a shifting weight operated by an 
adjustable cradle substantially as herein set forth." 

55. For an Improvement in Tools for Preparing Itubs for Boxes; Andrew and Josias 
Fahrney, assignees of Samuel Fahmey, Boonsboro', Washington county, Maryland, 
March "19. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in the construction of an im- 
plement, or tool, to be applied to the end of hubs of carriage and other wheels, for excavating 
and cutting out the same, by hand; for the reception of the ordinary wheel boxes, and also 
the circular recess in which the linch pin revolves." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the construction of the implement or tool 
described, for excavating or cutting out the ends of hubs of carriage and other wheels by 
hand, for the reception of the ordinary wheel boxes and linch pins,--the cutter being made 
to recede from the centre of the hub simultaneously, with the operation of cutting the ex- 
cavation in concentric circles by the combined and simultaneous action of the screw and 
lint in connexion with the recessed bar and handles, transverse bar, and bow, arranged and 
operating in the manner and ibr the purpose set forth. 

56. For an Improvement in Abdominal Supporters; Samuel S. Fitch, City of New York, 
March 19. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in a pad to support the abdo- 
men, said pad being supported by means of two elastic steel bands which pass over the hips 
to the columns of the back where they each are fastened to, and rest upon the middle of an 
S plate of elastic steel, each end of the S plate having upon it a pad, which rests upon the 
back, and thus by this combination is the abdomen supported and the back uninjured." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is two short elastic arms S shaped, connected 
with other parts of a supporter, with a pad upon each end--one pad to rest upon the 
short ribs behind the curve, and free from the spine, while the other rests upon the flat 
plate of the os ilium; each S plate being united at the middle to a long elastic arm by a 
mortise, allowing no motion but that of sliding in and out; the long arm and short arm 
always crossing at right angles through the mortise. 

"2d, I claim the invention of two long elastic arms, in connexion with other parts of a 
supporter, and with the S shaped arms by a mortise and screw bolts--these arms so cut as 
when laid on a flat surface that the edge will be convex, then concave, and th~n straight; 
and formed so as to set flat upon tile person, rising above the hips with a point of rest about 
one-third of its length from the back, and falling down in front to a pad, and by so adjusting 
tile shape of the arms and point of rest, as to press directly upon the hernial rings and lilt 
up the abdominal contents towards the top of the hips. 

"3d, A supporter pad is to be thicker on the inside near its lower and outer edge at the 
point of termination, or lower fastening to it, of the long elastic arms, so as to press directly 
on the hernial rings; the lower outer edges being cut so as to follow the course of the groin, 
and the lower edge yoked, or cut convex, to go above the os pubis, thus acting upon all 
those parts occupied by the abdominal rings." 

57. For an Improvement in Seed Planters; John P. Groshon, Yonkers, West Chester 
county, :New York, March 19. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in the construction of a ma- 
chine being provided with a hopper, into which the corn or other Train to be planted is 
deposited. The bottom of a hopper is provided with a slide, having holes l)ed"orated therein, 
through which the grain will fall, as these holes are moved over correspooding holes in the 
bottom of the hopper; this slide is worked by studs acting upon jointed levers, said studs 
being attached'to the wheel on which the machine is supported, and which is made to re- 
volve by the dra~xing power. 

"The machine is provided with a share for making the furrow, and with rakes for dosing 
it after the seed has been deposited, also with a slide, whereby the person operating can 
shut off the grain while the machine is still propelled, and the first mentioned slide conse- 
quently operating." 
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Clalrn.--"I claim the levers constructed with their ends in the manner substantially as 
described, to prevent the slides from heing actuated when the motion of the wheel is re- 
versed.!' 

58. For an Improvement in Hoisting Machines; Sandy, Harris, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 

March 19. 
The patentee says,~The nature of my invention consists in this connexion, in applying 

to hoisting machines the twist break, as a means of checking or controlling the velocity 
when in action." 

C/alm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the twist break, whether constructed as set 
forth, or in any other way substantially the same; and whatever the nature or purpose of 

• . . , ,  

the machine to which it may be attached. 

59. For an Improved Process of Rolllng India Rubber Cloth; Francis D. Hayward and 
John C. Bickford, Colchester, :New London county, Connecticut, March 19. 

The patentees say,--"Our invention or process consists in taking a piece of cloth or any 
other sheet material (to whose surface it may be desirable to apply and fix India rubber) 
and a quantity of ground India rubber (when in a tacky or adhesive state, in which it is 
after being ground or reduced by the usual process of grinding crude caoutchouc), and run- 
ning or passiog the same together (the caoutchouc being on one side of the cloth) between 
two cylinders or rollers (placed with their axis parallel, and their curved surfaces in contact 
or nearly so), and in such manner, that while the upper of the said rollers, or that in contact 
with the caoutchouc is made to revolve at a greater speed or velocity than the lower one, 
it (the said upper roller, or that in contact with the caoutchouc) shall spread, and grind it as 
it were into the cloth, and below, and fix it to that surface of it which is immediately con- 
tiguous to said roller, viz: that roller which revolves at the greatest speed." 

Clalra.--"What We claim is the new and improved process of applying and fixing rubber 
to cloth by means of rollers; the said improved process being a combination of the method 
of spreading the rubber by the pressure of rollers, and the method of grinding and fixing it 
at t h e  s a m e  time against and into the substance of the cloth, all as specified." 

60. For an Improved Method of Employing the Exhaust Steam; George H. Hoagland, 
Piermont, Rockland county, New York, March 19. 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the running the exhaust-pipe into the 
main steam-pipe, curving it, and providing it with an aperture and valve, substantially as 
herein described, by which the current of steam from the boiler has a tendency to open 
the valve at intervals and draw into the steam-pipe a portion of the exhaust steam." 

61. For an Improvement in Cooki~g Stoves; Hoses H. Huntley, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
March 19. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my improvement consists in making what is usually 
an open bottom flue partake of the character of a hot air chamber in its front portion, by 
means of a partition, which passes entirely athwart the stove at about two-thirds the distance 
between the front and back oven plates. The remainder of what is usually the open bottom 
flue is made to partake of the character of reverting flues by cmnpelling the heat and flame 
to pass down diving flues at the back corners of Ihe stove, the partitions between these fues 
and the discharge flue leading to the pipe being carried down to the bottom of the stove. 
thereby forcing the draft to impinge, and prolong its impingement upon the back and hot- 
tom of the oven, as the draft winds down, along, and around the said partitions in its tcndeny 
to escape up the pipe." 

Claim.--"WhatI claim as new, is making the front part of what is usually an open 
flue under'the oven to consist of a hot air chamher as described; and the rear part of the 
same, and also the space at the back of the oven to consist of' reverting flucs, by com- 
pelling the draft to pass over the top of the oven down back corner diving flues reaching 
from top to bottom of the stove, and then lick under the oven and around the division 
plate between these diving flues and the discharge flue; thus prolonging the contact of 
the heat with the back vertical and horizontal portions of the oven, and equalizing the dis- 
tribution of the heat and flame so as to make the oven cook well from all directions." 

VoL. XX.--Turtu)  SEnlEs.--:No. 1.--JVLr, 1850. 3 
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62. For Improved Beaters in Hide-handllng Cylinders; James R. Innis, Easton, North- 
ampton county, Pennsylvania, March 19. 

Claim.--"What I claim as new, is, 1st, the wheel having buckets diagonally across the 
surface alternately from right to left and left to right. 

"2d, The rollers or slats in combination with the chamber, substantially in the manner 
and for the purpose set forth." 

63. For an Improvement in Double Ovei~ ° Cooking Stoves; James McGregor, Jr., Wilton, 
Saratoga county, New York, March 19. 

The patentee says , - -"The nature of my improvements consists in protecting the division 
plate between the i~ont boilers, by forming an oblong opening therein and permitting a cur- 
rent of cold air to pass through it; and in dividing the oven "of the stove, when desired, into 
two parts, by introducing a movable horizontal flue, through which, when in place, a portion 
of the smoke and heat passes, there being openings in the front and back plates of tim oven 
for that purpose. 

Claim.--"lst, What  I claim as my invention, is the movable flue for dividing the oven 
into two parts, as above specified. 

2d, "[ also claim tbrming an aperture in the division plate between the front boilers, to 
protect it from the intense heat of the fire, and to supply air for combustion as described." 

f 

64. For an Improved Centripetal Propeller; John William Nystrom, Philadelphia, Penn- 
sylvania, (.late of Stockholm, Sweden,) March 19. 

The patentee says,--"Whereas,  in screw propellers, the water between the blades is acted 
upon at the same moment by two Jbrces, the one being the propulsive ibrce resulting from 
the oblique action of the revolving blades, and the other by the eentriihgal force generated 
by their rotation; the first force tending to force the water backwards in directions parallel 
with the axis of the propeller, and the second force tending to force it outwards in directions 
at right angles to the axis. ~ow,  my invention consists in counteracting the centrifugal 
force by the particular curve imparted to the blades of the propeller, in such manner that 
the water instead of being deflected outwards, is delivered in directions parallel with the 
axis of the propeller." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the peculiar curve given to the propeller 
blades, as herein set forth, to counteract the tendency of the centrifugal force to deflect the 
issuing water obliquely to the axis of the propeller." 

65. For an Improved Method of Forming Sheet Metal Tubes; William Ostrander and 
William Webster, City of New York, March 19. 

The patentees say , - -"The  nature of our finprovement consists in constructing a man- 
drel, or pattern former, and inserting said mandrel or pattern fermer between, arid operating 
with the three (or more) friction, carrying, and supporting rollers." 

Cla lm. - -"What  we claim as our invention, is the method of forming sheet metal tubes, 
&c., upon a mandrel, supported by and obtaining its revolutions fi'om three or more rollers, 
one or more of which arc adjustable, substantially in the manner described." 

66. For the Use of the Oxide of Tin in the Manufacture of India Rubber; Horace H. Day, 
Jersey City, New Jersey, assignee of John Pridham, New Brunswick, Middlesex 
county, New Jersey, March 19. 

The patentee says,--"My invention consists in combining tin in a state of powder with 
rubber, and vulcanizing the same by the use of sulphur exposed to a high beat, according 
to the well known process of vulcanized rubber." 

Claim~"What I claim as my invention, is the combining rubber with tin as set forth, 
a1~d the combination of these with sulphur and heat, whereby I produce a fabric having a 
black surface, and which is capable of withstanding all the elements which distinguish vul- 
canized from other preparations of rubber." 

67. For an Improvement in Steering Apparatus; Phineas p. Quimby, Belthst, Waldo 
county, Maine, March 19. 

Cledm.--"What I claim as my invention, is attaching tile nut  acted upon by the screw 
to an interposing lever, arrangedsubstantially as herein described, by which arrangement I 
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am enabled, with the same pitch of screw and the same number of revolutions of the wheel, 
to move the rudder through a larger arc than in the old apparatus." 

68. For an Improvement in Pumps for Ships; Franklin Ransom, City of New York, 
March 19. 

The  patentee says , - -"The  first part of my invention consists in making the pump barrel 
and supply pipe, or pipes, separate, and combining them by means of an exhaust chamber, 
into which the water shall be forced by atmospheric pressure, and from which it shall flow 
by its gravity into the pump barrel, whereby the water tBoves in the supply pipe by a 
continnous motion, without any check from and without presenting any resistance to the 
downward motion of the piston. 

"The second part of my invention consists in making a small lateral hole in the barrel of 
the pump, and at about the middle of the range of motion of the piston, and communicating 
with the exhaust chamber, so that alter the chamber has been exhausted by the working of 
the piston, aud the water begins to flow into the pump barrel, tile action of the piston shall 
still continue to exhaust the chamber above the water therein through the said hole; the 
water in the pump barrel and above the piston acting as a valve to preve,~t atmospheric air 
from entering the exhaust chamber. 

"The third part of my invention consists in combining with the exhaust chamber, which 
combines the pump barrel and supply pipe, a strainer sieve, or filter, interposed between the 
pump barrel and supply pipe, so that the water discharged in the exhaust chamber, by the 
supply pipe, shall flow through the said strainer, sieve, or filter, before it enters the pump 
barrel, thereby effectually protecting the valves and piston against the evil effects of solid 
foreign matter. 

"And the last part of my invention consists in inserting the supply pipe from above, and  
securing it to the bottom of the exhaust chamber, when this is combined with a large valve 
on the top of the exhaust chamber, which covers an aperture made therein of a sufficient 
capacity to give access to the inside /'or inserting the supply pipe, and for repairing and  
cleaning." 

C / a / m . p " W h a t  I claim as my invention, is combining the pump barrel of suction pumps, 
in which are placed the check or stop valve, and the piston, with the supply pipe or pipes, 
by means of an exhaust chamber into which the water flows by atmospheric pressure, and~ 
from which it runs by gravity into the pump barrel, substantially as and for the purpose 
specified. 

"I also claim in the combination next above specified, making a lateral hole through the 
pump barrel, antl communicating with the exhaust chamber, substantially in the manner 
and for the purpose specified. 

"I also claim combining with the exhaust chamber, which unites the pump barrel and the 
supply pipes, and interposing between these a strainer, sieve, or filter, substantially as de- 
scribed and for the purpose specified." 

69. For an Improvement in Churn Dashers; Nathaniel Routzahn, Middletown, Frederick 
county, Maryland, March 19. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my inve~ation, is the combination of the whirls with the re- 
volving frame dasher, the several members being arranged and constructed, substantially in 
the manner set forth." 

70. For an Improved Movement of lhe Poinli~g Dies in Spike 2][achines; Edmund Sawyer, 
Boston, Massachusetts, March 19. 

C /a /m. - - "What  I claim as my invention, is operating the curved dies for pointing a spike, 
by setting thera in the adjacent ends of two sets of toggles arranged with the cam projec- 
tions and guiding blocks, and the whole operated substantially as described." 

71. For an Impro~Jement in MacMnesfor Sawlog Marble; E. W.,  H .F . ,  and A. ]:l. Ting- 
Icy, assignees of Albert t t .  Tingley, Providence, Rhode Island, March 19. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the combination of mechanism applied to the 
sprocket wheels, endless chain, windlasses, and suspension chains of the saw fralne, the said 
combination being fbr the ptJrpose of gradually lowering the gang of saws in the proportion 
required, as the sawing process progresses. This combination consists of the train of me- 
chanism which is applied to the lower sprocket wheel shaft, or axle, and the driving shaft,, 
and intervenes between the two, and is actuated by the revolutions of the driving shaft; said 
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train of mechanism consisting of the tooth gear, pinion, gear wheel, endless screw, beveled 
wheel, pinion and ratchet wheel, together with the pawl, arm, connecting.rod, slotted plate, 
rocker shaft, crank, screw, screw nut, washers, cranks, and connecting rod as above specified. 
Not meaning to claim as any part of the same the crank !~, click ~ ,  and ratchet wheel i t, 
except in their combination therewith, and for the purpose of enabling a person to raise or 
lower the gang of saws by applying his hand to the crank; it being understood that when 
these last contrivances are not used, the gear wheel must be tlrmly fixed to its axis, and not 
placed loosely thereon as it is when such contrivances are employed. 

"I also claim the employment of the tw~'):arms extending in opposite directions above and 
below their a'ocker shatt, and used in the manner and tbr the purpose as specified. 

"I also claim the vibratory tubular watering apparatus and mechanism combined with it, 
said mechanism consisting of connecting rod, pulley gt, endless band, and pulley J ,  for 
giving to it a reciprocating movement over the gang of saws and stone as specified." 

72. For an Improvement in Cast lron Car Wheels; Ass Whitney, Philadelphia, Pennsyl- 
vania, March 19. 

The patentee says,--"The design of my improvement is .to give railroad wheels more 
strength with the same, or a less amount of material than has heretofore been employed for 
that purpose. This I do by making the form of the main part of the disk, or that part of the 
wheel between the rim and hub corrugated in radii from the centre, with projecting ribs 
alternately on each side extending from the hub to the rim." 

Claim.--"What I claim as nay invention, is the projecting ribs in combination with the 
corrugated disk in the manner and for the purposes herein sct forth." 

73. For an Improved Blind Slat Operator; David R. Williams, Prospect, l~ew Haven 
county, Connecticut, March 19. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in the application of bevel 
wheels, and a movable joint to the blinds of windows, so that the slats may be opened or 
closed from the inside of a room without raising the window." 

Claim.--"What I claim is the combination of the bevel wheels and the movable joint, 
essentially in the manner and for the purposes herein described." 

74. For an Improvement in Artificial Legs; George W. Ycrger, Philadelphia, Pennsyl- 
vania, March 19. 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the exclusive privilege of making artificial 
skeleton legs of thin metallic ribs or plates, and rings or hoops united together by rivets, or 
other suitable fastenings, substantially in the manner set forth irrespective of any particular 
combination with other parts connected therewith." 

75. For an Improvement in Apparatus for Receiving and Transferring to the Pile Sheets 
of Paper from Printing Presses and Paper Machines; Isaac Adams, Boston, Massa- 
chusetts, March 19. 

The patentee says,--"My invention consists in so combining a cylinder, or a curved in- 
strument, suitably constructed for the purpose, instead of the 'fly' described in the patent 
granted to me March 2d, 1836, with machines for the printing and manufacturing of sheets 
of paper, that said cylinder or curved instrument shall receive such sheets, and pile them 
upon a table provl'ded for the purpose; and also in so combining certain mechanical powers 
and movements with such table, that the accumulation of sheets upon said tabie b3 bringing 
into contact certain parts, produces a movement, which causes said table to descend in such 
manner as to keep the top of the pile upon it at nearly the same height constantly; the in- 
crease of the depth of said pile being used as a means by which to cause the apparatus for 
the purpose to perform its office. 

"1 claim the above described device, viz: the cylinder, in comblnation with the rollers and 
the bands, or any dcyice substantially the same (the above named 'fly' not being included) 
for receiving the printed sheets from printing machines, or printing presses, upon a curved 
or cylindrical surface, and hy means of said curved or ~ylindrical surf~rce, translerring them 
with their printed sides upwards to the pile, or the table prepared to receive them. 

"~'I also claim the device embodied in the combination, consisting of the screws, the pa~,l, 
the lever, the part h ~, the click, the wheels, and the tables, or any device substantially the 
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s a m e  for lowering the pile of sheets, the accumulation of said sheets governing the operation 

as aforesaid. 

76. For an Improvement in Brick Presses; Collins B. Baker, Troy, New York, March 19. 
Claim.--"What I claim as new, is, 1st, the emp]oy~hent of the mounted roller turning 

independent of the wheels on which it is borne, and forming a guiding carriage for the~ 
moulds, substantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth. 

"I also claim the stop, or weighted catch lever, tbr guiding the moulds in entering under  

t h e  g r a t i n g . "  

77. For Improvements in, Balloons and their Appendages;" Hugh Bell, London, England, 

M a r c h  26; antd dated November 23, 1848. 
Cl~im.---"What I claim as my invention, is the application of one or more flexible parti- 

tions, which I have termed the 'septum membrane' to balloons, for the purpose described. 
"2d, I claim the application of a rotary motion in conjunction with a hinge motion, f o r  

the purpose of producing motion in the fan, or blade, forming the tail, which motion is more 
or less  assimilated to that of a bird's tail, in order to effect the steerage substantially in the, 
manner described. 

"3d, I claim the use of the water grapnel, for the purpose of arresting the motion of 
aerial maehines: and also the application of elastic ropes to grapnels, either for land or water,, 
and which elastic ropes may be formed entirely of elastic material, or by introducing some. 
elastic material or metal spring in its length. 

"And lastly, I claim the construction of tl"e valve as applied to balloons, in which the. 
waive, or plate, during its motion retains a position parallel to its seat." 

78. For an Improvement in Filters; W. Lattingl assignee of Charles D. Birdseye, City of 
New York, March 26. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as new, is the construction and arrangement of the filter with a ~ 
woolen woven fabric wound on to a spool, substantially as set forth, and admitting the water 
so as  to pass down through the cloth presented edgeways, as fully described." 

79. For a MethodofConnectlng the Sections of GoM Washers; Russel Burton, Rome, Oneida 
county, New York, March 26. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the mode of connecting and holding firmly 
together said sections by means of the strips of iron, the rods, the socket, and the chain, sub- 
stantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth." 

80. For an Improvement in Exercising Chairs; Solomon Chapin, Ashland, Ashland county 
Ohio, March 26. 

The patentee says,--"My invention therefore consists in constructing a chair, with an" 
apron to support the legs of the sitter hinged to the front of the seat, and a back hinged to 
the  hinder part of the seat, the back and apron being connected by adjustable arms in such~ 
manner that the pressure of the back of the sitter against the back of the chair is counter- 
balanced by the weight of his legs upon the apron, the two being in equilibrium, thus enabling 
t h e  sitter to place hilt(self in any position, or to rock to and fro, with but slight exertion, 
while the variation in the length of' his limbs, caused by the flexure of the joints, is compen- 
sated by a spring foot board. The apron and back may also be fixed in any desired position 
by  a clamp of peculiar construction." 

C/a/m.--"What I claim as new, is connecting the movable apron and back by means of 
adjustable arms, substantially as herein set forth, whereby the back and legs of the sitter can 
be so equally balanced that he can rock himself to and fro with the slightest exertion. 

"I " also elmm the adjustable self-adjusting foot board, in combination with the movable 
apron, substantially in the manner and ibr the purpose set forth." 

81. For an Improvement in Blast Pipes for Conveying Healed Air and Ga~es to Furnace~; 
Ransom Cook, Saratoga springs, Saratoga county, New York, March 26. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in a mode of partially arresting 
and returning to the fire the escaping products of combustion, so that the combustible g a s e s  

3* 
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and particles of carbon may be there consumed, with the double benefit of effecting a saving 
in fuel and abating the nuisance created by the smoke." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, applicable to heating and smelting operations, is 
the application of this method of creating such draft or partial vacuum to the return of the 
smoke and other escaping products of combustion to the fire, in order that such of them as 
are combustible may be there consumed; the method or means consisting substantially in the 
manner of employing the blast pipe, inclosing the hot air pipe, as herein set forth." 

1~2. For an 7mprovement in Bee Moth Traps; George Fletcher, Sr., Greensburg, Decatur 
county, Indiana, March 26. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in making the bottom or floor 
of the hive of two opposite oblique surfaces, approximating to two sides of a prism, with a 
fluted roller revolving in the partial interval between their converging edges, which roller is 
rotated by the air operating a vane or wind wheel on the outside. This keepsit ahnost con- 
utantly in operation, and as the bee bread, refuse of the hive, droppings, and other matters, 
fall to the bottom, they are carried out by the grooves as they come round, and fall to the 
ground, the roller thus serving as a cleaner to the hive, preventing the accumulation of dirt 
and refuse of the operations of the bees, which is injurious as affording harbor for the miller, 
and likewise a temptation to her to enter the hive." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as new, is the combination of the fluted roller, operated as de- 
scribed, with the moth entrance of the bee hive, to act as a moth-catcher and killer, substan- 
tially in the manner and fbr the purpose described." 

83. For an Improvement in Seed Planters; George Fletcher, Sr., and Turner Barnes, Greens- 
burg, Decatur county, Indiana, March 26. 

The patentees say,--"The first part of our invention consists in the introduction of a clean- 
ing rod into the hollow share which cuts the furrow, and through which the seed falls, so as 

• to prevent the clogging and accumulation of earth in the orifice, which is fatal to the opera- 
tion of the seeder. 

"The second part of our invention consists in placing a smaller share midways of the in- 
tervals of the former ones, so as to follow in the space between them, thereby dividing the 
ridge of earth cast up by them, and throwing it to either side so as more perfectly to cover 
the seed. 

"The third part of my invention consists in the method by which the whole cleaning and 
seeding apparatus is thrown out of gear with the driving wheels which support the carriage, 
lay hinging the frame which supports and contains the whole series of shares, secondary shares, 
cleaners, seed trough, and feeding screw, to the framework resting immediately upon the axles, 
and raising or lowering it in or out of gear with the cog wheel on the driving wheel axle by 
means of a rack and pinion, with a click falling into the intervals of the teeth of the same for 
retaining it in position." 

Claim.--"What we claim as new, is, 1st, the introduction of a cleaning rod, operated as de- 
scribed, into the hollow share of a seed planter, for the purpose of removing extraneous mat- 
ters that may have entered the orifice, tending to impair or prevent the action of the machine." 

84. For a Combined Hard and Soft Metal Packing; Andrew Fulton, Pittsburg, Pennsylva- 
nia, March 26. 

The patentee says,--"My metallic piston packing consists of a ring of soft metal, embraced 
between two rings of a harder metal, which expand with the soft metal as the latter is forced 
outwards by the tightening of the piston follower." 

Claim.--"What I claim as nay invention, is the compound metallic packing ring con- 
structed of hard and soft metals, substantially as herein set forth, the hard rings being for the 
purpose of preventing the substance of the softer from squeezing out around the follower and 
flanch of the piston." 

85. For an Improvement in Printing Presses; Geo. P. Gordon, City of New York, March 26. 
The patentee says,---"My improvements consist of an inking apparatus, and of an arrange- 

ment for laying, griping, and retaining the sheet or card to be printed, carrying it over the 
form. and when printed discharging it into a box or drawer placed to receive it." 

Claim.--"What I claim as new, is, 1st, the peculiar manner of constructing the nippers, 
ao that their upper surface shall be even with the upper surface of the paper, and their in- 
clined or curved surface shall incline away from the surface of said paper. 
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"I also claim an adjustable table to be adjusted to the nippers, the nippers hcing first ad- 
justed to the pipe or form, substantially as set forth. 

"I further claim a frisket operated on by the motion of the carriage, so that when the car- 
riage goes in with the sheet, its forward end shall raise under and support the paper, and, 
from the upward pressure of the nipper against the platen in giving the impression, grip it 
firmly, and relieve it from the type after the impression i~ given; and on the receding of the 
carriage with the printed sheet, its forward end shall h)wcr and allow the said sbeet which 
rests upon it, to slide or fall offinto a box or drawer placed to receive it, operating substan- 

tially as above described. 
"I further claim the application of the vibratory power to the handle of a distributing roller, 

(said handle projecting from the frame of said roller midway from its respective ends,) and 
not to the end of the roller frame as in general use. 

' I further claim the combination and arrangement for opening the nippers when lhe car- 
riage moves out with the printed sheet, and closing thcm just previous to its going in, which 
combination consists of the horizontal bars or polls, the curved pieces, the lever attached to 
the shaft, the hub with its projection on the main shaft, and the spiral spring, one end of 
which is attached to the press frame; the whole being arranged and operating together sub- 
stantially in the manner herein above set forth and described." 

86. Foran Improvement in Correcting Magnetic Needles; Calvin Guiteau, Syracuse, Onon- 

daga county, New York March 26. 
Claim.---" "What I claim as my invention, is the method herein described of producing 

perfect harmony and coincidence between the axis of a magnetic needle and the magnetic 
axis, and also of producing perfect harmony between any number of magnetic needle s, to 
wit, removing portions from the needle, whether by the formation of channels upon the upper 
or lower surface of the needles, of the form and in the position substantially as herein set 
forth, or merely by grinding or filing, or cutting away, as above set forth." 

87. For an Improvement in Fountain Pens; Ellsworth H. Hyde and Rollin L. Dawson, 
I-Iaydenville, Hampshire county, Massachusetts, March 26. 

The patentees say,--"Our improvement consists in so constructing and attaching the 
tongue that it will form a fountain while writing and yet may be readily removed so as to 
allow the pen to be cleaned, essentially with the same facility as the ordinary pen, while the 
pen is suited to the ordinary holder." 

Claim.--"What we claim as our invention, is the combination of the movable spring 
tongue with the pen, for the purpose of forming a fountain pen, when the whole is construct- 
ed, arranged, and cmnbined substantially as herein described." 

88. For Improvements in Revolving Breech Fire Arms; Hans Iverson, City of New York, 
March 26. 

Claim.--"I claim as new, 1st, the arrangement of the arm and slides, or their equivalents, 
whereby the motion of half-cocking and cocking the hammer is communicated to the barrel 
to open the joint formed by the grooves around the breech, and also to close said joint on 
the discharge of the piece by the operation of the hammer, slides, and spring alone, or m 
conjunction with the main spring, substantially as described. 

"2d, I claim the arrsngement of the slide and circular ratchet, or their equivalents, whereby 
the motion of the bar~'el sliding forward is made to revolve the chambers the required amount, 
to bring the next chamber in line for the next discharge of the piece, substantially as shown." 

89. For a Machine for Forming Rotary Cutters; Andrew Jennlngs, Fall River, Bristol 
county, Massachusetts, March 26. 

The patentee says,--"My invention consists mainly in an improved method of making the 
cutter or tool for a gear cutting engine, and I use a head having two steel cutters so placed 
and operated as to be susceptible of a great degree of nice adjustment, and consequently am 
capable of producing a more perfectly ibrmed tool for cutting gear than any method hitherto 
in use." 

Claim.--"What I claim as of my own invention, is the arrangement upon puppet-heads 
having a sliding motion upon a bed plate, of adjustahle slides, supporting disks to which are 
attached the boxes in whic, h the cutter shafts revolve; the disk heing eapabl% hy means of 
vibratory motion on their axes, of adjusting the cutter shafts to any required angle with the 
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horizon, and the whole machine being for the purpose of shaping at the same time both faces 
of a revolving cutter, substantially as herein described." 

90. For an Improvement in Cultivator Teeth; Lewis Lamborn, Kennett-Square, Chester 
county, Pennsylvania, March 26. 

The patentee says,--"My invention consists in so forming the wings or mould-boards, 
cutter, and share, that the cutter may be mode ot steel and changeable at pleasure, and with 
a single share that may be changed eight times before it is rendered unfit for use." 

Claim.-2"What I claim as my invention, is, 1st, the manner of constructing the cultivator 
tooth substantially as above described, by which a separate steel cutter is embraced between 
the two halves of the tooth, removable at pleasure, and by which wedges can be applied 
against the shoulders of the tooth and the under side of the beam, for the purpose of changing 
the angle of inclination of the share, in order to increase or diminish the depth of culture; 
the tooth turning on the bolt passing through the head of the same and the beam whilst in- 
serting the wedges; the wings of the tooth being secured to the four-sided changeable share 
by means of screws and nuts, or other equivalent means." 

91. For an Improvement in Printing Floor Oil Cloth; Leverett Moore, Ballston Spa, Sara- 
toga county, New York, March 26. 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is, 1st, the combination of the stops with the 
block, by which the printing of the floor oil cloth is performed without moving the stops until 
the first printing is finished, and dispensing with a second block to cover the parts of the cloth 
not printed at the first operation, by simply changing the position of the hinged gauges on 
the block without moving the stops on the bar, as described, thus dispensing with the second 
block usually employed." 

92. For an Improvement in Threshing Harvesters; Samuel S. Rembert, Memphis, Shelby 
county, Tennessee, March 26. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of this invention consists in securing to the front part of 
a horizontal concave, arranged at the lower part and on one side of the machine, a stationary 
knife, and suspending immediately above the same, on suitable journals, a revolving wheel 
of diagonally arranged beaters, having teeth on their outer surfaces corresponding with teeth 
in the concave, in such a manner as to cause said revolving beaters to force the grain agaifist 
said knife, as the machine is drawn towards the same by any suitable power, with sufficient 
force to cut the stalk of the same, and drive it between the teeth of the beaters and concave, 
so as to thresh it, and from thence convey it to a vibrating sieve or screcn, through which it 
passes into a current of air produced by a fan, which cleans it of chaff and other extraneous 
matter lighter than itself, into a box, from whence it is taken by an endless belt of elevators 
and deposited in an upright box at the back part of the machine." 

Claim.---"What I claim as my invention, is the mode of cutting and threshing the grain, 
by forcing the same against the knife, and, after being cut, between the teeth of the concave 
and the teeth of the gathering and threshing wheel, or shaft of bars or beaters, duringthe 
progress of the machine, as herein set forth." 

93. For an Improvement in Plough and Clevis; Ira Reynolds, West Liberty, Logan county, 
Ohio, March 26. 

Claim.--"What I claim, is, 1st, making the reversible point with the triangular shoulders, 
in combination with the screw and nut, for binding firmly together the land-side and mould- 
board, cutter and share, as well as securing itself, in the manner described. 

"2d, I claim the device of lZastening the reversible share to the flaneh on the lower part of 
the mould-board, substantially as set forth. 

"3d, I also claim the manner of employing the inclined brace rod, in combination with the 
box plate cast on the inside of the mould-board, for adjusting the beam to take more or less 
land, to act as a substitute for the clevis, and at the same time to brace or stiffen the wood- 
work of the plough, by attaching it to the cast iron mould-board and laud-side, as described." 

94. For an Improvement in Dental and Surgical Chairs; Flavius Scarle, Springfield, Hamp- 
den county, Massachusetts, March 26. 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the application to chairs of the middle section; 
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substantially as described, whether operated by rack and gear, or by lever, or w~ndlass, or 
screw, at two earners of the chair, or at fi)ur, or at any intermediate point, provided the same 
reaults are obtained by substantially the means set tbrth." 

95. ]:'or an Improvement in Cheese Presses; Augustns N. Severance, Cherry Valley, Ashta- 
bula county, Ohio, March 26. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in combining wilh cheese 
presses two beds which revolve together on a horizontal axis, and thus furnish an easy and 
convenient method of turning the cheese in the press." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as nay invention, is combining with cheese presses two beds upon 
which the cheese is alternately pressed, which revolve together on a horizontal axis, substan- 
tially in the manner and for the purposes set tbrth." 

96. For an Improved Method of Dressing Cut 7[bbaeco; Gideon Wales, Liberty, Sullivan 
county, 1New York, March 26. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists of a tube with teeth on the in- 
side, having: an inclination below an horizontal line, and through which, under a slowly re- 
volving motion, the tobacco is made to pass." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the method of dressing cut tobacco by passing 
it through,a'revolving cylinder, having holes through it to sift the stmrtfi'om the long pieces, 
and with hooks or pegs projecting from its inner surib.ce towards the centre for lilting the 
threads of tobacco, as described above." 

97. For an Improvement in the Seed Roller of a Seed Planter; Edward Wicks, Bart town- 
ship, Lancaster county, Pennsylvania, March 26. 

Clalm.~"What I claim as my invention, is the before described mode of constructing 
the planting cylinder, by which the cavities or cells in the periphery are enlarged or diminished 
simultaneously, by simply turning the plate or other similar device, having its sections of male 
screws on its inner face, and causing said sections to act on all of the radial slides forming 
the bottoms of the cavities at the same time, and holding them firmly in the required positions 
by the thumb screw, or other equivalent mechanical device, substantially as aforesaid, by 
which like results are produced." 

R~-IssuE Fort MxRcr~, 1850. 

1. For a MacMne for Culling the Threads of Wood Screws; The New England Screw 
Company, assignee of Cullen Whipple, Providence, Rhode Island; patented August 18, 
1842, re-issued March 5, 1850. 

Claim.--"What is claimed as new, is, 1st, in combination with the shaft or mandril which 
gives the rotary motion to the screw blank, the employment of the rotating wedge-formed 
cam, or the equivalent thereof, for determining the pitch of the lhread, and for permitting the 
return motion to repeat the operation, substantially as described. 

"2d, Causing the chaser or cutter, at each successive cut, to approach nearer to the axis 
of the screw blank by means of a revolving conical cam, ~hieh, at each successive operation, 
acts by a greater radius, substantially as described. 

"3d, Governing the motions of the chaser or cutter to make the core of the body of the 
screw of a conical or tapered form along the whole or afiy part of its length, by combining 
therewith a cam of gradually enlarged diameter, substantially as described, the form of such 
cam depending on the form intended to be given to the core or body of the screw. 

"4th, Combining the cam which determines the form of the core or body of the screw, to 
make it tapering or conical, in whole or in [)art with the chaser or cutter, by 
rock shaft and adjustable lever substantially as herein described the said adjusti means of a interposed n'g lever being 

between one of the arms of the rock shaft and the face of the cam, so that, by the 
Use of a set screw or other analogous device, the cutter or chaser may be readily set, as de- scribed. 

"5th, Shifting the cam which determincs each successive cut of the chaser or cutter, by 
combining therewith a ratchet movea~ent operated by an eccentric or cam, the wheel of the 
ratchet being provided with pins which operate a lever connected with the cam to shift, sub- 
stantially as described. 

"6th, Disconnecting the shaft or mandril from the driving power at the end of each cam- 
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plete operation of the machine, hy combining the clutch or the equivalent thereof with the 
ratchet by means of an index wheel or perforated rim, which at the required periods liberates 
or acts upon the connexions of the clutch to disengage it, substantially as described. 

"Tth, Making the chaser or cutter, for chasing or cutting the threads of wood screws by 
machinery, with a groove of the form of the thread in its cutting face, and in the direction of 
its length, substantially as described, whereby the said chaser can be sharpened hy simply 
grinding offat the end, and without changing the fi)rm of the groove, and whereby also the 
said chaser cuts on both sides of the thread, and finally on the edge thereof, as described." 

- z  

D~s~or~'s FOlt MARcu, 1850. 

1. For a Design for Stoves; William P. Cresson, assignee of Wm. P. Cresson, David Stuart, 
and Peter Seibert, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, March 12. 

Clalm.--The ornamental design for a stove called the cast iron parlor air tight, herein fully 
described, and represented in the accompanying drawings. 

2. For a Design for Stoves; William P. Cresson, assignee of Cresson, Stuart & Seibert, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, March 12. 

Claim.--The ornamental design for a stove called air tight parlor, herein fully described, 
and represented in the accompanying drawings. 

3. For a Dcslgnfor Stoves; James H. Conklin, City of New York, March 12. 
Claim.--The arrangement and combination of the several original ornamental figures, let- 

ters, and mouldings upon this particular stove, as described and represented by the drawings. 

4. For a Deslgnfor Chandeliers; Ellis S. Archer and Redwood F. Warner, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, March 19. 

C/aim.--The ornamental design for a chandelier, set forth in the drawing as our original 
design. 

5. For a Design for Stoves; Samuel A. House, Mechanlcsville, Saratoga county, :New York, 
March 26. 

Ctaim.--The design and configuration of the ornaments, so disposed on the doors, feet, 
and other parts of the stove, constituting, in combination, a new design of cook stove, the 
same as described and represented. 

6. For a Design for Stoves; Richard Peterson, assignee of Peterson, Stuart & Seibert, Phi- 
ladelphia, Pennsylvania, March 26; antd dated December 22, 1849. 

Clalm.--The ornamental design fur a stove called a cmnplete cook, fully described and 
represented in the drawings. 

7. For a Design for a Portable Furnace; Charles W. Warnick, Frederick Liehrandt, James 
G. Abbott, and Archilas Lawrence, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, March 26. 

Clalm.--The described ornament and illuminated design for portable furnaces. 

List of American Patents which issued in April, 1850, wilh Exemplifications by 
CaxR~.s M. KsLrxa,/ate Chief Examiner of Patents. in the EL S. Pate~t Q~ee. 

1. For a Clamp to be used in the Manufacture of Wrought I~'on Car Wheels; ]terrick 
Aiken, Franklin, Merrimac county, :New Hampshire, April 2. 

Claira.--"What I claim as my invention, is the construction and application of the com- 
bined cylindrical clamp, consisting of the following parts--namely, the ring AA 2 of an I- 
shaped section with handles attached, and ring D, and screw bolts, applied tbr the purpose 
of confining and holding the wrought iron arms, or spokes, in a true circle together with 
the pieces in the centre, to form the huh, during the operation of welding the several parts 
together as deeribed." 
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g. For an Improvement in Mae]zlnes for Holsllng; William C. Allison, Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania, April 2. 
Claira.--"What I claim as my invention, is the separate and independent action, each 

upon its own axis of the two upper pulleys, whereby the buckets or weights are suffered to 
pass freely between them without let or hindrance. 

"And in combination therewith, I claim also the swinging of the buckets or weights 
between the chains, so that they shall always hang downward in whatever position the 
parts of the chains to which they are attached may be." 

3. For an Improveme~zt in Cooki~Tg Ranges and tlealing Air; Elias T. Beers, tlonesdale, 
Wayne county, Pennsylvania, April 2. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in the arranging and com- 
bining a hot air chamber, with a range, and the flues thereoi, in such a manner as to obtain 
a compact portable and economical cooking range and oven, and tint water and air heater, 
or stove." 

Claim.--"What I claim is the employment and use of tl~e combination of the furnace 
and oven in the hot air chamber, with the radiating pipes, flues, and dampers, for the pur- 
poses substantially as herein set forth." 

4. For an Improvement in Chimney CaTs; Michael H. Collins, Boston, Massachusetts, 
April '2. 

Claim.--"What I claim as new, is the injector in its combination with the cap plates, 
tube and frustrum, and made stationary against the cap plate, all substantially as specified. 

"And in combination with the cap plate, the frustrum and the tube, I claim one or more 
flat plates, or rain fenders, as applied and used substantially in the manner as explained." 

5. For an Improvement in Churns; Robert W. Davis, Rodgersville, Steuben county, New 
York, April 2. 

Clalra.--"What I claim as new, is, 1st, the self-adjustable float or slat, which opens when 
churning the cream, and closes of itself when the dasher is turned in the opposite direction 
to gather the butter as described." 

6. For an Improvement in Saw Mill~; Waitman Davis, near Granville, Monongalia county, 
Virginia, April 2. 

The patentee says,--"My improvements relate to the particular manner of arranging and 
operating certain levers and bars, by the depression of a foot lever and the agency of two 
arms, one projecting from the rag wheel, and the other fi'om the front end of the carriage 
by which the several levers and bars are actuated, so as to disengage the reaching arm and 
pawl from the rag wheels, and operate a turning bar to set the ends of the log simultane- 
ously for another cut; and after which, at the same operation, elevate the foot lever, and 
engage the reaching arm with the rag wheel to feed the carriage to the saw. 

"And to the msuner of combining upright gauge setting bars attached to the head and 
tail blocks of the carriage, with a horizontal weighted turning bar having thereon two eccen- 
trics, which are attached by loops or rods to the ends of two bars tbr holding the slides 
during the operation of sawing, and release the same when setting the log. 

"Also the arrangement of a shaft parallel with tile shaft of the rag wheel, having on its 
end a pinion tbr engaging with the rack of the carriage, simultaneously with the descent of 
the foot lever, for winding up a cord and weight attached thereto, for relieving the tighten- 
ing lever from the band, and unwinding the same after the setting of the log, and giging 
back of the carriage to give motion to the crank shaft." 

C/a/m.--"What I claim as my invention, is, 1st, the combination and arrangement of the 
levers with the catch bar, cam, and sliding bar, by which tile depression of the foot lever is 
made to actuate the several levers above mentioned, and the cam made to lift tile lever (~t) 
and thus operate the turning bar, and with the gauge'bars, and thus set the log; and at  the 
same operation elevale the foot lever, and engage the reaching arm with the rag wheel to 
feed the carriage forward as described. 

"2d, I also claim the combination of the upright gauge turning bars with the horizontal 
weighted turning bar, holding bars, and eccentrics thereon, by which the log is set simul- 
taneously at both ends, and the slides prevented from moving during the operation of saw- 
mg by the holding bars, as described. 
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"3(], I also claim the arrangement of the shaft and pinion for engaging with the rack of the 
carriage, simultaneously with the descent of the foot lever for winding up a cord and weight, 
for relieving the tightening lever from the band, and unwinding the same with the ascent 

. of the foot ~cver alter the setting of the log, and giging back of the carriage to give motion 
to the crank shaft as described," 

7. For an Improvement in Harness Ha~es; Andrew Dietz, City of New York, April 2. 
The patentee says,--"The nature of my ifi~,ention consists 1st, in making the upper and 

lower parts of the back or drawing race of the haines, situate opposite the upper and lower 
parts of the shoulder blade, which are points of motion curved off forwards; and that part of 
the inner side between the points where the said curves commence, swelled so as to fit the 
shape of the horse, and so as to bring the pressure of the draught upon or in the sink of the 
neck, which is comparatively a part of Jest, leaving the parts where there is much action 
free from pressure; and applying the force of draught at the part where there is least motion 
and the greatest amount of muscle overlaying the shoulder blade, and which is the part best 
capable of sustaining it, rendering the displacement or disarrangements of tile collar ahnost 
impossible, and avoiding much chafing, and in most cases all. 

"2d, In an improved mode of securing the draught iron to the hame; and, 
"3d, In passing the straps which hold togcthcr the upper ends of" the pair of hamcs, under 

and between hook studs, instead of through slots cut in the wood work of the hames, so as 
to allow the straps to be removed without unbuckling them." 

Clalm.--"I claim, 1st, curving or inclining forward, the upper and lower parts of the 
back or drawing surface and the inner projecting edge of the hame, substantially in the 
manner and for the purpose herein described. 

"2(1, The stock of the draught iron for securing the same to the hame, by means of the 
shank of the breast ring passing through the said stock of the draught iron and rivetted to 
the hame as described. 

"3d, The hook studs for receiving the straps which secure the upper ends of the haines 
together when on the horse, so as to allow the straps to be easily shifted, constructed in the 
manner described, or in any other way substantially the same." 

8. For an Improved Atmospheric Churn; Simeon F. Emerson, Canaan, Wayne county, 
Ohio, April 2. 

The patentee says,--"My improvement consists in constructing the dasher in a peculiar 
manner which unites simplicity and efficiency, and in securing inclined tubes to the sides 
of the churn tub, which tubes not only assist the mechanical action of the dasher, but in 
addition feed down air into the milk or cream during its agitation." 

Clalm.---"What I claim as my invention, is the combination of the dasher with the sta- 
tionary iflclined air chambers on the churn tub, the two being made, arranged, and operating 
substantially as set forth." 

9. For an Improvement in Temples, used in Weaving Double Cloth; Stephen Everett, Bid- 
deford, York county, Maine, April 2. 1 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the combination of the jointed rods with 
the wheels or pulleys at the ends of the rods. 

"I also claim the wires fastened at one end to the bars or rods, and having the other end 
bent at such an angle as to enter a slot in or upon the breast beam, for the purpose of re- 
taining the temple in a proper position. 

"I also claim the slot in or upon the breast beam, when the same is used in connexion 
with the temple as described" 

10. For an Improved Pocket Filtering and Drinking Tube; Abijah Fessenden, Boston, 
Massachusetts, April 2. 

The patentee says,--"My invention consists in attaching to a tube suitable and conveni- 
ent to ~!raw water through with the mouth, a strainer of wire cloth and felt or other suitable 
filtering medium. 

Claim . . . .  What I claim as my invention, is the fitting a filter to a tube of greater or 
less length, substantially in the manner set forth, so that water may be strained by the very 
act of drinking." 
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11. For an Improvement in Parlor Air tteating Sieves; Lemuel 'W. Gosnell, Baltimore, 

Maryland, April 2. 
Chzlm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the combination of the cold air chamber and 

valve, with the hot air annular chamber, and the reservoir or chamber below the horizontal 
plate in ihe chimney flue and behind the recessed fireboard, as described, the enid airchamber 
being provided with an opening to let the eohl air into the annular hot air chamber, and ~ 
small openings to let a portion of the enid air into the reservoir and the valve. 

"I likewise claim the combination of the hinged water holders with the recessed fireboard, 
said holders serving the double purpose of evaporator, stands and valves, as described, for 
moistening the air and admitting warm air fi'om the reservoir or space behind the fireboard, 
or directly into the parlor. 

"I also claim the arrangement of the valves in the segmental top of the fire board, as de- 
scribed, for letting the warm air fi'om the recess of the fire board into the reservoir, to be con- t 
veyed thence wherever desired." 

12. For an Improved Sash Slopper; George tI. Gray, Sr., C-~nton, tIinds county, Missies, 
sippi, April 2. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the arrangement substantially as described," 
in one compact and connected mechanism, of a pair of oppositely acting eccentric tumblers, 
held in contact wi[h the jamb by a single spring or its equivalent, and both operated by the' 
same key or other usual substitute, and so disposed and cortstructed as to oppose any attempt; 
(except by one who has control of the catch) to either raise or lower the sash from the posi- 
tion in which it may be placed." 

13. For the Construction of Drill Teeth in Seed Planlers; Levi Haverztieke, Manortop, Lan-" 
caster county, Pennsylvania, April 2. 

The patentee says,--"My invention consists in attaching the seed tube or shank of each 
share to its respective share-beam by a hinge, the shank being also connected with the share- 
beam by an adjustable spring coupling sufficiently rigid to hold it, with its share, in the pro-: 
per position for forming a furrow in earth, but which, when the share strikes an obstacle.that 
would otherwise break the machine, being detached by the strain from the shank, allows the 
latter to turn backwards and pass over the obstacle. My machinc is constructed to discharge. 
the seed in a continuous stream, the rate of discharge being regulated by a register; it is also" 
so arranged that any one or all the shares can be raised from the ground at will, while at the 
same time the discharge of seed to each share is stopped by the act of raising iL" 

Claim.--"Virhat I claim as new, is the spring coupling constructed and arranged substan- 
tially as set forth." 

14. For an Improved Attachment of lhe Forge Hammer to its IIelve; Daniel Hie;s, Dunf  
cansville, Blair county, Pennsylvania, April 2. 

Clalra.~"Mrhat I claim as my invention, is limiting the depth of that portion of the hole: 
in the helve which receives the shank of the hammer, and at the same time making the crown, 
s~lid, excepting a hole of sufficient size through the same to admit of a punch, substantially 
m the manner and for the purpose herein described." 

15. For an improved Oscillating Self-Adjusli~g Railroad Frog; John W. Hoffman, Phi- 
ladelphia, Pennsylvania, April 2. 

Claim.--"What I claim as new, is a railroad frog, constructed, applied, and operating es-' 
sentially in the manner and only for the purpose heiein set lbrth." 

- 

16. For an Improved Revolving Plate and Tumbler Lock; Lewis Jennings, City of l~'ew 
York, April 2. 

The patentee says,--"The first part of my invention consists in arranging within a cylin- 
drical cavity a series of permutation plates, each pierced with a central hole to receive the 
entire body of the key, and with a projection therein to receive the action of the key, and'  
with a recess or recesses in the outer periphery to receive a tumbler when all of them have 
been brought around to the proper point, the key being made of a series of plates correspond- 
ing in number with the permutation plates, and each having a recess of different length to 
act in succession on the permutation plates, to bring them to the proper position for the re- 
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ception of the tumbler, one of the series of plates being cans-formed for the purpose of operating 
the tumbler. 

"The second part of my invention consists in arranging the permutation plates and tumbler 
within a rotating cylinder or other case, surrounded by a permanent flanch or case properly 
recessed for the reception of the tumbler when held out by the permutation plates, to prevent 
the said rotating cylinder or case from turning when locked. 
: "The third part of my invention consists in arranging with the rotating case or cylinder 

vchich contains the permutation plates and tumbler, an eccentric fitted to a yoke on the bolt, 
fi~r tile purpose of throwing the bolt, the-eccentric being at the dead point when the bolt is 
thrown out, that any pressure applied directly to the bolt to force it in, may have no tendency 
to turn the eccentric, and also with the view to render the whole lock compact. 

"And the last part of my invention consists in making the recesses in the plates of the key 
of different lengths, but all starting from the same line, to bring the permutation plates in the 
proper position for inserting and withdrawing the key." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the arrangement of a series of permutation 
plates in a line and on the same axis of motion, each having a central hole for the reception 
of the entire key, and a projecting tongue for the key to act upon, and a recess or recesses 
on the periphery for the reception of the tumbler; but this I only claim in combination with 
a tumbler attached to, and rotating with, the cylinder, substantially as herein described. 

"I also claim making the recesses of the key plates, or the equivalent thereof, of different 
lengths, but all starting from the same line, substantially as herein described, to facilitate the 
insertion and removal of the key, as described. 

"I also claim the cylinder which contains the permutation plates, and which carries the 
tumbler as above described, in combination with the permanent fianch enclosing the same, 
and having a recess to receiva and hold the tumbler when thrown out, substantially as de- 
scribed. 

~ 'And finally, I claim the arrangement of the eccentric for throwing the bolt, with the ro- 
tating cylinder carrying the tumbler and containing the permutation plates, as described." 

17. For an Improvement in Agitating Coal Grates; Abel Keeney, Carlisle, Cumberland 
county, Pennsylvania, April 2. 

• Claim.--"What I claim as new, is giving the compound vertical and horizontal oscillating 
motion to the grate-bars, as herein set forth." 

18. For an Improved Blind and Shutter Opener and Fastener; Jabes F. Lawrence and 
Luke A. Famsworth, Claremont, Sullivan county, l~lew Hampshire, April 2. 

Claim.--"What we claim as our invention, is the opening and closing of window blinds, 
and reta{uing them when open or closed, by means of" the rotary opener, (which is circular 
at its centre and gradually enlarges into scroll-shaped extremities, having a groove in its sur- 
face extending spirally from one of its scroll-shaped terminations to.the other,) combined with 
the arm secured to the window easing, and the lever made fast to the blind, substantially in 
the manner set forth." 

Y 

19. For an Improvement in 3~otary Churns; Osbert B. Loomis, Windsor, Hartford county, 
Connecticut, April 2. 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the devices of gearing as described, by which 
I change the motions of the churn-box and dasher with regard to each other, so that while 
one is stationary the other shall rotate, and vice versd." 

29. For an Improvement in Spring Mattresses; John V. McElvee, Philadelphia, Pennsyl- 
vania, April 2. 

The patentee says,--"My invention consists in the construction of the skeleton foundation 
by which to combine together the springs, to complete a superior spring or elastic mattress." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is constructing a spring mattress that the springs 
of the same shall project outwards beyond the light frame-work which supports them in their 
places, so that the whole upper and under surface, as well as the edges of the mattress, shall 
present a yielding surface to the touch by means of the projecting springs. 

"I also claim the manner of constructing the hair-quilted upper or under coverings of the 
springs, as set forth: that is to say, the hair covering which rests on or against the springs is 
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first made separately like a quilted bed spread, and then drawn over the springs, by whie]x 
the mattress, though long used, preserves a uniform and elastic surface." 

~1. For Improvements in Cat-Head and Shank Painter-SloTpers; Charles Perley, City ~f 

New York, April 2. 
Claim.~"I claim as new, the application of the lock-piece with the wedge or lug, to act 

in the mortise to hold the link on the lug, when put down for that purpose, or let the anchor 
, ' rmsm it without the intervention of any other moving part; such lock-piece and lug 
go by " " g ' . . . . . . .  bined and onerating with the other parts, substantially in 

s i n  e o n n c c t c £ 1  e l  ~o~u t" or wedge b g . . . . . .  d "  
tho manner and with tlxe cheers oescnoe • 

2 2 .  For an Improved Surface Condenser .?'or Sleara Engines; Joseph P. Pirsson, City vi 

New York, April 2. 
'p~. -,atentee savs,----"My invention consists in certain improvements in condensers of 

. - - . e  r L: . . . . .  ~herebv the boilers used for generating*~the steam shall be supplied with 
B r e a m  machinery, , , -  ~ , . . 
pure water, or water freed from sahne or other foreign substances. 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the combination of a surface or radiating con. 
denser with,a box or case, in such a way that the condensation of the steam shall be effeeted 
therein without subjecting the said radiating condenser to atmospheric pressure, in the man- 

ner described. 
"23, I claim the aperture or its equivalent, for maintaining the equilibrium, and as a pa~ 

s a g e  of any steam which may remain uneondensed in the radiating condenser, in the manne~ 

~ t  forth. 
',3d, I claim connecting the evaporator with the chamber, substantially in the manner ~]er 

scribed, whereby I am enabled to draw offthe saturated water from the bottom of the evapor 

r a t o r . "  

23. For an Improvement ~n the Manufacture of India tlubber STrings for Cars, 3re.; Fowler 

M. Ray, City of New York, April 2. 
The patentee says,~"The nature of the first part of my invention consists in rolling up ca 

a mandril, and under pressure, a thin sheet or sheets of metallic India rubber, whilst in tZ~ 
green and heated state, until the required diameter has been obtained. 

"And the second part of my invention consists in combining with the usual callendering 
rollers used in the manufacture of metallic India rubber, a mandril on which the said th~a 
sheet of India rubber is wound as it comes from the heated callendering rollers, the said man- 
dril being made to bear and turn on the surface of a cylinder below." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the method of making cylinders or rolls of 
prepared India rubber, by rolling up a thin sheet of prepared India rubber on a mandril whilst 
t h e  said sheet is in a green state, and as it comes from the heated callendering cylinders, sub- 
stantially as described. / 

"And I also claim as my invention, in combination with the caUendering cylinders, such 
a s  a r e  usually employed in the manufacture of prepared India rubber, a mandril or cylindrical 
rod pressed against the periphery era  cylinder or roller, so that the thin sheet of prepared 
rubber, in the green state and taken as it comes l¥om the callendering cylinders, may be 
wound up on the mandril, and the several windings made to adhere by pressure, substantially 
a s  described." 

24. For Improved Removable Teeth for Scrapers; Joseph Sweet, t-Iughesville, Lyeomlng 
county, Pennsylvania, April 2. 

Claim.~"What I claim as my invention, is securing the removable teeth to any commc:t~ 
semper lathe manner herein set forth, So that they can be attached and detached at pleasu:e, 
w h e r e b y  t h e  s a m e  sCraper is adapted to ordinary earth excavation, or to the excavation of 
gra,~el Dr cobble stones, as described." 

25. For an 1reproved Mantel Piece; Hiram Tucker, Cambridge, Middlesex county, Massa- 
chusetts, April 2, 

• The patentee says,~"The nature of my invention consists in forming a mantel piece of 
glass or similar material, properly ornamented on its back by paint or otherwise, and sur- 
rounded and guarded by a cast iron frame-work which shields the glass frozen injury by acci- 
dent; said metal frame serving at the same time as aa ornament, which can be'highly elab~.: 
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rated into any pattern that the fancy of the manufacturer may suggest; by mean~ of which I 
am enabled to form mantel pieces of the greatest beauty and durability, at a comparatively 
small cost to which they could be made in any material before used for that purpose." 

Cloim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the manufi~cture of mantel pieces by the com- 
bination of cast iron frames of ornamental open work, with a back or ground work of plate 
glass or other vitrified substance, colored in imitation of marble or after any other style of 
.'decoration; the said ground work being secured to the frames by means of plaster of Paris, 
or any other means that gives strength and support to the whole, substantially as described." 

26. For a Spring, InellnedPlane, andRoller Sash Stopper; Seth E. rWinslow, Kensington, 
Philadelphia county, Pennsylvania, April 2. 

The patentee says,--"Tho nature of my invention cons'~sts in providing a roller of about 
one-half inch in diameter, and nearly the same in length, which is laid upon a metal spring 
of about six inches in length, and in width equal to the length of the roller. The spring is 
straight more than half its length; it then has an offset at nearly right angles equal to onc- 
t~alfofthe diameter of the roller. It then isbent from theline of the spring outward to about 
twenty-two degrees, so as to form an inclined plane turned up at the end at a right angle 
"with the body of the spring. In this depressed part of the sp~ing or inclined plane is placed 
~he roller by means of a slide, an axle passing through the roller and attaching it to the slide, 
15o that when it is set in the window sash it operates in raising the sash as a friction roller, 
by rolling towards the bent end of the spring, but in lowering the sash it operates as a wedge 
or clog, rolling towards the offset or up the inclined plane, so as to prevent the window sash 
from falling." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the depressed form of the spring, or inclined 
plane, as I have called it, and the roller so adjusted to this depression by the slide, that in 
raising the window sash it operates as a friction roller, but in lowering the window sash it 
operates as a clog to keep it fi'om falling, substantially as described above." 

27. For an Improved Arrangement of .Duor Springs and Levers; William B. Barnard, 
Bristol, Hartford county, Connecticut, April 9. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as new, is attaching the spring and rod to the jamb of the door 
or standing part of the hinge, when combined with a swinging rod attached to the door or 
swinging part of the hinge, all the parts being arranged substantially as described, whereby 
the spring tends to close the door until opened to its fullest extent and then acts to hold the 
door open." 

28. For a Composition for Covering Hams; Horace Billings, Beardstown, Cass count)', 
Illinois, April 9. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as nay invention, is the formation of a preserving composition 
for coating meats, fruit, vegetables, &c., by the union of rgsin , shellac, and linseed oil, sub- 
stantially in the manner and nearly the proportions as set tbrth." 

29. For an Improvement in Dividers or Compasses; Homers & Ladd, assignees of Dexter 
It.  Chamberlain, Boston, Massachusetts, April 9. 

The patentee says,--"The distinguishing feature in my improved compasses, consists in 
the adaptation of what is called a micrometer adjustment of a peculiar kind to one of the 
legs, by which it may be moved with regularity a little distance, as is often very desirable 
among machinists and joiners where the radius of any specific or determined arc or circle is 
to be used." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is making dividers or compasses with the mi- 
crometer adjustment herein above described, the combination of devices ibr the same consist- 
ing of a circular rack bar, arranged in slots in the legs of the divider, with a spring in the 
slot of the movable leg and the nficrometer screw, all working togetlmr as herein abo~e 
specified." 

30. For an Improved Entranee to Bee Hives; John E. Dalton and Thomas Stevens, New 
Vienna, Clinton county, Ohio, April 9. 

Clalrn.--"What we claim as our invention, is the dcviccs for opening and closing the en- 
trance of the bee house in the manner set forth." 
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"31. For  an Improvement iu Ril~gs for t~arness, ,~e,; Andrew Dietz, City of New York, 

April 2. 
The  patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in the combination of a sliding 

bar or sliding bars, with a ring used in connexion with straps for harncss or for vario:us 
other purposes; the object of which is to prevent the cutting or wearing through of the straps 
by their friction on the ring, and also to allow the strap to move nmre i?eely around *~he 
ring." Clalm.--"What I claim as new, is the combination of a sliding bar or sliding bars,'(either 
with or without guides or guidc bars), with a ring, in the manner substantially as described, 
fog the purpoge of being applied to straps ibr harness or for any other purpose to which ~t 
may be'apph"fiable." 

82. For  a Process for Making Cast Steel; Joseph Dixon, Jersey City, New Jersey, April 2. 
The patentee says , - -"The  nature of my invention in the process o~ making cast steel 

directly from pig or cast iron, consists in partly decarbonizing the pig iron by cementation 
in an oven with pulverized oxide of iron, arid then melting the partly decarbonized pig or 
cast iron in crucibles." 

Clalm.--"W..hat I claim as my invention in the above process of making cast ~teel, :t~ 
partly decarboniziug pig or cast iron in an oven stratified with pulverized o_~:ide of iron sub- 
stantially as described, and then melting such dccarbonized pig or cast iron ia crucibles 
substantially as'described." 

33. For  an Improvement in Machinery for Making Wire Heddles; Milton Finkle, Utica, 
New York, April 9. 

The patentee says , - -"The  nature of my invention consists in providing additions to t]~e 
machinery now used, by which the heddle is made complete and finished by one opcratiot~, 
in one and the same machine." 

Clalm.--"What l[ claim as my invention, is the before described arrangement, combina- 
tion and adjustment with the said old machine of the additional wheel on the main trans- 
verse shaft, the pinion and the shaft moved by it, wheel on the other end of the shaft, the 
short shaft and the two wheels upon it, wheel P and its attachments, and the cutter attached 
to the pincers for trimming off the burr at the end of the heddle, and also the levers whereby 
the heddle is made complete in one machine at one and the same operation, or any other 
combination which is substantially the same thing and by which analogous results are pro- 
duced. 

"I  also claim what is herein termed whec] P as herein described, and as shown in figures 
2, 3, and 4." 

34. For  an Improved Method of ~Jrking lhe Pawl in Parallel tTse~'~ Jasper Johnson, 
Genesee, Livingston county, ~ e w  York, April 9. 

C /a /m. - -Wha t  I claim as my invention, is the combination of the spring pawl and the 
metallic plate (or lever) with the foot of one of the crossed levers, by which the spring pawl 
is made to act upon and retain the rack bar when any article is grasped between the jaws 
of the vise substantially as set forth." 

35. For  an Improvement in the Fluid Level; William G. Ladd, Jr., Cambridge, Middlesex 
county, Massachusetts, April 9. 

The  patentee says,-- ' ,My improvement consists in employing in lleu of the common 
cylindrical tube containing spirit, (and usually set in the edge or on one side of the bar of 
the piece of wood used,) a circular shallow vessel set in a proper mortise formed in one face 
of the said bar, said vessel or shallow cylinder being about half filled with quicksilver or 
some other liquid and hermetically sealed, and having a needle or indicator floating on the 
top of said liquid, the ends of which point to the number of degrees on an annular metallic 
dial surrounding the said shallow cylinder and whichis  nronerlv graduated for the ul o~ ' 

Claim - - " W h a t  I claim :J " • ~ " " • • • P "p se." • as my mventwn, is a level for determining a horizontal and per- 
pendieular line and the inclination of any slope with the same, constructed substantially as 
herein above set forth; that is, with a shallow cylindrical vessel or a tube in the shape of an 
entire ring half filled with quicksilver or other liquid in combination with a graduated ann~',- 
aubstantiallylar dial, whetheras hereina floatingabovcneedleset forth."°r indicator be used or not, the whole arrangement being 

4* 
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36. For an Improvement in Machlnery for Cuttin~ Screws on the Rails of Bed~teacts;" 
Spencer Lewis, Tiffin, Seneca county, Ohio, April 9. 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is, 1st, the combination of the udjustive clasp, 
screw and holder, ibr suspending and confining the nut to the end of the rail and centering 
the same so that the axis of the nut shall always be coincident with the centre of the rail, 
whether the latter be of large or small diameter substantially as set ibrth. 

"I likewise claim the peculiar form and manner of securing the V cutter to the cylindrical 
head as described; that is to say, making the-.~eutter as represented, and letting the tapered 
end of the shank into the recess, bringing the angular shoulder against the cylinder and sus- 
taining the beveled points against the interior beveled surface of the cylinder head, by which 
arrangement the instrument during the operation of cutting is tbrced firmly against the 
head, the strain upon the confining screw being thereby greatly reduced and the eutting tool 
itself strengthened." 

37. For an Improvement in Harnes~ Hames; John Low, New Britain, Hartford county, 

Connecticut, April 9. 
The patentee says,--"My improvement consists in making the whole of the outside of 

the haines of a single piece of wrought iron, drawn out into and turned as a scalp, into 
which I fit a piece of wood of the proper shape without any regard to quality, and turn or 
bend the edges of the scalp over it so that the edge of the scalp come directly together, emn- 
pletely covering or inclosing the wood, and thus presenting an entire iron surfaee ready to 
be finished (or otherwise) as fancy, &e., may direct." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is making the hame of a single piece of wrought 
iron, inclosing a piece of wood in such a manner as to prcsent an entire iron surface, so that 
it may be readily finished in any convenient or ornamental way, and in a durable manner 
when the hame is constructed substantially as herein above described." 

38. For a Process of Making Palnt from Bituminous Coal; Charles Mortimer, Philadel- 

phia, Pennsylvania, April 9. 
Claim.--"What I claim as new, is the process of making black paint from bituminous 

coal, by the cleansing in water, grinding, mixing with acid, regrinding in acid, and washing, 
substantially as set forth." 

39. For an Elastic Roller Sash Bearer; Julius A. Pease, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 

April 9. 
The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in the combination and ar- 

rangement of an elastic roller, with a shaft through the centre, and a box fbr said shaft to 
,play in." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the combination of an elastic roller with a 
shaft and box, the whole constructed and arranged as before described tbr the purpose of 
supporting a sash in any desired position." " 

40. For an Improvement in Gearlngfor Seed Planlers; Jacob Pierson, Wihnington, 2~ew 
Castle county, Delaware, April 9. 

Claha.--"What I claim as my invention, is the employment of the latch plate in com- 
bination with the connecting plate, carrier and intermediate cog wheel, for alternately gear- 
ing  and ungearing the cog wheel s on the axle of the planting cylinder, with the cog wheel 
oa the hub of tile driving wheel in the manner, and for the purpose described." 

41. For an Improvement in Apparatus for Exlinguishlng Fires; William H. Phillips, 
Laugton Place, North Brixton, Surrey, England, April 9; antd, dated Dec. 4, 1844. 

The patentee says,--"The invention consists in generating in large quantities and with 
• great rapidity, carbonic acid gas and other gases resulting from combustion, and discharging 

such gases while intermixed with steam or vapor of water upon or about any burning mass, 
and diffusing the same into the atmosphere where fire is burning for the purpose of subduing 

• and extinguishing fire." 
Claim.--"What I claim is the means of subduing and extinguishing fire by generating 

carbonic acid gas and other gasoa resulting from combustion in apparatus, substantially as 
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herein described, and applying them by the pressure of their generation to the purposes 
above described." 

42. For an Iraproveraent in Scale Beams; E. and T. Fairbanks & Co., assignees of William 
P. Pierce, St. Johnsbury, Caledonia county, Vermcmt, April 9. 

Clalm.--"I claim in combination with the beam and the knife edge bearings of the loop, 
the two vertical or nearly vertical projections, salients, or kniib edges, as arranged with re- 
spect to the loop and beam substantially in the manner and fur the purpose specified." 

43. For an lraprovement in Endless Aprons for Threshers; Adkins Nash, Logansport, Cass 
county, Indiana, April 9. 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the endless grating composed of bars secured 
to the hide or leather s t r~s  by twisting the latter in the manner a~d for the purposes set 
forth." 

44. For an Improveraenl in H~draulie t~egalalors for Machlnery; Leman B. Pitcher, 
Syracuse, "Onondaga county, :New York, April 9; antd dated March 23. 

Claim.~"What I claim as nay invention, is the combination of pump moved wlth a re- 
clprocalmollon :with the machinery sought to be regulated, and with the water or fluid acting 
on the piston and parts connecting it to steam valve, which controls the steam moving said 
machinery in such a manner as to cause the piston to rise and thll at each action of pump 
without moving the valve, while the machinery has the proper speed, and moving or Opel> 
ing, or closing said steam valve with a quick striking motion overcoming friction about sahl 
valve as with the blow of a hammer when the motion of said machinery is too fast or too 
slow, or any analogous arrangement which will produce the same result substantially in the 
manner and for the purposes and objects set forth." 

O 
45. For an Improveraent in Apparatus for Sprinkling Streets, ~'c ; Joseph D. Price, 

Smithsburg, Washington county, Maryland, April 9. 

The patentee says,--"My machine consists of a revolving vessel by which the water is 
carried, and from which it is drawn by force pmnps; the latter being operated by the revuh,- 
ing vessel, expel the water in a shower through numerous perforations in a curved pipe at 
the hinder end of the machine, thus sprinMing a broad strip of ground as the machine is 
drawn tbrward." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as new, is the combination of the sprinkling pipe and force pumps 
with the revolving water vessel, the several parts heing arranged and operating substantially 
as herein set forth." 

/ 

46. For an Improvement in P&ugh Cleaners; James F. Reasin, Darlington, ttarford 
connty, Maryland, April 9. 

The patentee says,--"My invention consists in a device for cleansing ploughs or stand- 
ards, which is cmnposed of a stationary shear blade attached to the I)lou /1 beam and ro- 
'ectiz~ ~, for '. ' g J ~, wards from the coulter, and of a corresponding movable shear blade adapted th 

can be operated when necessary by the hand of the ploughman, in such a manner 
that the weeds or other obstructions which are continually accumulating in the angle formed 
by the beam, and the coulter are divided into two portions which iall to the ground on each 
side of the coulter and leave it fi'ee to pass through the sod." 

Claim . . . .  What I claim as new, is the plough cleanser, constructed of two shear blades 
substantially as berein set forth, tbr the purpose of cutting in two the weeds and other ob- 
structions which accumulate upon the coulter and thus detaching them therefrmn." 

47. For an Improvement in Chimney Caps; S. tI. Lombard and A, M. Rice, assignees of 
Augustus M. Rice, Boston, Massachusetts, April 9. 

• Clalm.--"What I claim as my imoro~ement is a ventilator made with t tmuous fe ~- r r~,~,t . . . . .  ' ' . he helical con- 
elined wit~dr;s;:e~to~..applte(, t to the chimney or floe, antt having its coils arranged or i n -  

r ~-e anottmr substantially as specified." 8 
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48. For an hjzprvveme~t in Oil Cans; David G. Starkcy, City of New York, April 9. 
The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in constrncting a can or reser- 

voir for holding the oil which is susceptible of being collapsed by the pressure of the hand. 
and which will on the pressure being removed resume its original shape without the aid of 
any internal springs, or other mechanical coutrivance, as is usual in all other cans at p r e s e ~  
in use which are nmde to thed by external pressure." 

Clalm.--"l claim the combination of the socket carrying the male screw and the taper 
tubes or spouts screwing into the socket with 4he collapsible gu~ta percha reservoir, in tile 
manner and for the purpose described or in any way substantially the same." 

49. For an Iraprm, ement in Machines for Raking and Loading Ita~; Benjamin M. Towns- 
end, Quincy, Adams county, Illinois, April 9. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in combi~ing a toothed rake 
by which the hay is gathered, with elevating bands which take tlke hay ti'om tile rake teeth 
and elevate it into the body of a hay wagon connected with the ra'l;er." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the simultaneous raking" and loading of the 
hay from the ground by machinery, substantially as herein set fbrth, whereby the lahor ~>f 
making windows and cocking as in the usual process of hay making is savcd, at tile saute 
time that the operation is both expcdited and cheapened." 

50. For an Improvement in Wing Gudgeons; Mark Wilder, Princeton, Worcester counts, 
Massachusetts, April 9. 

The patentee says,--"The object of my improvement is to so construct the wing gudgeon 
as to render it when applied to a shatt very difficult to get displaced or out of centre, as so 
fi'equently occurs with those winged gudgeons as otherwise constructed." 

Clalm.--"What I claim is the improvement of making the wing gudgeon, when cast or 
founded with a clear space between each t~f tile wings and the flanch or iilce plate, the same 
being for the purpose herein above set forth." 

51. For an Improvement in Guilar Iteads and Capo d'Ash'a; James Ashborn, Wolcot~- 
ville, Litchfield county, Connecticut, April 16. 

The patentee says,--"The first part of my invention consists in winding the strings on 
spindles that pass through and turn in tile head of the guitar handle, which spindles are of 
an enlarged diameter bclow the head, where these are combined with pins of the usual con* 
struction by means of cords attached to and wound around both, the pins bcing of less 
diameter than the enlarged part of the spindles with which they are cmnbined or connected. 
thereby increasing the leverage of the pins to overcome the tension of the strings, whilst at 
the same time the tendency to turn back the pins by the tension of the string is greatly re- 
duced. 

"And the second part of my invention consists in combining with the capo d'astra or plate 
for pressing the strings on to any particular part of tile handle, a metal or other strap at- 
tached thereto and passing down on each side of the handle, and an eccentric roller join- 
nailed to the said strap and acting against the under surface of the handles, so that the said 
plate may, with one hand only, be drawn down on to the strings and adjusted or liberated 
therefrom by simply turning the said roller, the whole thing being put on and pushed back 
on to the head beyond the last fret, where it does not interfere with the vibration of the 
strings." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the method, substantially as herein described, 
of tuning guitars by winding the strings each on a spindle, }laving a part heiow the guitar 
head of an enlarged diameter connected and combined with a peg of the usual construction, 
by means of a cord in the manner and for the purpose substantially as described. 

"I also claim combining an eccentric roller with a capo d'astra for moving and holding it 
down on to any desired part of a guitar handle, by means of a metal strap made to embrace 
the handlc and capo d'astra plate and attached thereto substantially in the manner and ~br 
the purpose specified." 

52. For an Improvement in Car Couplings; Hiram Baldwin, Nashville, Hillsborough 
county, New tIampshire, April 16. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the comhinatlon of the draw iron, with the 
bearing, the bolt, the bed piece, and the wedge or key, in such manner that the draw iron 
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make~ a vertical joint wilh the bolt and the bed piece; and through the wedge or key all 
these joints arc brought to any desirable rigidity'of bearing. 

"I claim this particular combination of the parts described, whereby a free but close hori- 
zontal and vertical joint is at all times maintained between the bodies to which it is attach- 
ed, and especially the applications of couplings upon this construction to the connexion of 
locomotive engines and tenders." 

53. For an Improvement in Machines for Breaking Ilides; Charles Bauchman, :North 
Whitehall, Lehigh county, Pennsylvania, April 16. 

The patentee says,--"My hide breaking and scouring mill consists of a series of cylinders 
revolving above a vat or cistern; cach cistern is furnished with a beater which is alternately 
raised and allowed to fall upon the barrel el" the cylinder beneath it; the latter is studded 
with blunt pins or bosses and the face of the beater is studded with similar pins which cor- 
respond in position with the spaces between those on the cylinders; the cylinders also are 
s o  arranged with respect to each other, that thc pins on one inter~'eae between those of the 
others." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the breaMng of l~de~, the working Nut of the 
lhne and the bate, and the scouring of the tanned hides by means of revolving cylinders and 
beaters, substantially as herein set forth." 

54. For an !mp~ovement in Cast Iron Car Wheels; James Boon, Lancaster, Lancaster 
county, Pennsylvania, April 16, 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the casting a 'chilled railroad cast iron car 
wheel,' giving a uniform chill to the wheel by separating the arms from the rim of the 
wheel by the inverted flanches, forming a hollow rim, together with the combination of the 
arches or ovals as herein described; thus using the solid hub to the chilled wheel, adding 
strength to the .whole and securing regularity in the wear." 

55. For an hnprovemeng in Hydraulic Blowers for Furnaces, 5e.; Ranson Cook, Sad~ratoga 
Springs, Saratoga county, New York, April 16. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the combination of cavities or air cells, form- 
ed in part by the partitions on the periphery nf the drum of the wbeel nr receiver of com- 
pressed air, with said drum or receiver, the cxterior floating valves, the interior valves, and 
the hollow shaft, nil forming parts of, or connected with a wheel to be turned when partially 
immersed in water, for the purpese of producing a blast of air through the hollow shaft, to 
be used in heating, smelting, and other manutaeturing and mechanical Operations." 

56. FOrAprilan16.Impravement in Gralesfor Cooking Stoves; John T. Davy, Troy, New York, 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in the so arranging the curved 
grate in connexion with curved ash plate, as secm'ed by letters patent of the United States 
granted to Samuel Pierce. July 31st, 1847, in such a manner as that the grate is raised so 
that the coals are let down into the summer arrangement tbr boiling and other purposes, 
and also the fire chamber is cleared of ,shea in the same manner, and the grale by its own 
weight and curvature retains its proper position for retaining the fuel in the chamber," 

Claim . . . .  What I claim as new, is the manner herein described of arranging and com- 
bining the fire grate of eonk stoves, with the frm~t fire pIate anti curve plate, so that it shall 
retain its proper position for retaining the fuel in the chamber by its nwn weight, and shall 
hereinbe raiseddescribed.,,for removing coals and ashes substantially in the manner and for the purpose 

57. For an Improvement in SubmaT.ine Telescopes. ~rillard Day, Brookl3,n , Kings county; 
:New "York, April I6. 

The patentee ssys.--"The nature of my invention consists, 1st, in providing the main 
telescopic tube with an opening- near its upper extremity to supply the lamps with air, to 
allow the use of a spy g ass ~'hen required in combination with the main tube. . 

"2'.1, The construction r,f the mirrur box of a square form with a glass in its bottom, 
below which there is an ni.~en recess to confine a portion of air between the ~ass or tight 
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window in the bottom, and thus allow the bottom of seas, &c., to be examined through the 
chamber of the mirror. 

"3d, The arrangement of the lamps on each side of the mirror in separate chambers, but 
with one folding glass door in front; snd the supplying of the lamps with fresh air through 
the main tube, conducting it under the lamps to feed them and then conducting the snmke 
away by a separate passage." 

Claim.--"I claim, 1st, the main tube constructed with the side opening in it to allow a 
spy glass tobe used in combination with the telescope as herein set forth. 

"2d, The mirror chamber construct~d to allow the mirror to move through a space of 
about ninety degrees, and with a glass in the bottom of it in the manner substantially as 
herein d~scribed and for the purpose herein set forth. 

"3d, I claim the arrangement of the lamps or artificial lights on each side of the mirror, 
and leading the feeding draught from the main tube to the lamps under the mirror anti 
lamps; and carrying the smoke away through the separate passage in the manner substan- 
tially as herein described, or in any other manner substantially the same." 

58. For an Improvement in Preparing Clay for Brick Machines; Charles M. Ferris, New 
Milford, Litchfield county, Connecticut; :Nathan Swan, Paterson, Putnam county, New 

York, April 16. 
Clalm.--"What we claim as our invention, is the method of constructing the grinding 

apparatus or mill, in such a way, that the knives on the shaft shall be set so as to describe 
a spiral line at their junction with the shaft, in order that no two of them shall be able to 
pass between any two pairs in the curb at the same instant and under the same circum- 
stances. It being understood that we do not claim, in general, this mode of setting the 
knives on the shaft, but only the use of the same in connexion with the fixed knives in the 
curb for the purpose specified." 

59. For an Improvement in Electro Magnetic Engines; John H. Lillie, Juliet, Will county, 
Illinois, April 16. 

The patentee says,--"My invention consists in the employment of a number of perma- 
nent horse shoe msguets, compound or single, revolving on a wheel in front of an electro 
magnet or magnets fixed stationary to the frame : and in conjunction therewith I employ a 
helix of fine wire around the outside of the electro magnet, for the double purpose of pro- 
ducing other electro magnets and to destroy the secondary or vibratory currents in my first 
electro magnet. I also employ a new and convenient pole changer, counccted with the 
wheel of permanent magnets by gearing, as hereafter described." 

Claim.--"What I claim as new, is, 1st, the employment of induced electricity as above 
stated, in producing magnetism in the secondary electro magnets, to be used as a motive 
power in connexion with the prime mover, and to neutralize the secondary currents of the 
principal magnets formed by the direct current from the battery. 

"I claim the combination of the magnet changer and pole changer substantially in the 
manner and for the purpose set forth." 

60. For a Trap far Catching Flies; Joel B. Fuller and George W. Pierce, Worcester, 
Massachusetts, April 16. 

Clalm.--"What we claim as our invention, is the application of the devices for convey. 
ing flies into a box, or vessel, by wheels or belts,between floats or projections, moving either 
by a circular or straight forward motion in the manner and for the purpose specified." 

61. For a Combined Shutter and Sash Faste~zer; Thomas Harvey, Baltimore, Maryland, 
April 16. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is, 1st, the lever secured by a fulcrum pivot to 
the sill of a window frame, when it is so arranged that the hook at its outer end can be 
made to interlock with the holder made fast to the blind, and when in that position the 
inner end of the lever be so connected with the apparatus for fastening down the sash, that 
the lever cannot be operated without previously unfastening the sash, substantially as set 
tbrth. 

"2d, I also claim the arrangement of the lever placed upon the window sill, the holder 
secured to the blind and the latch secured to t~.m lower bar of the sash, by which, when the 
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blind is dosed and the window sash is raised, the descent of the sash will operate the lever 
and thereby securely fasten the blind, substantially as set lorth. 

, "3d, I also claim the arrangement of the lever, the holder, the latch, and the spring catch, 
respectively secured to the sill of the window frame, and to the blind and sash, in such a 
manner that the closing of the sash will securely fasten it down, and at tim same time operate 
and firmly retain the lever in such a position that it cannot be detached from its ilold upon 
the blind without previously unthstening and raisiu~ the sash, substantially as set tbrth." 

62. For an Improvement in Carriages; James Patterson, Franklinsville, Cattaraugus county, 

New York, April 16. 
The patentee says,--"My invention consists, 1st, in connecting the perch with the fore 

axletree by means of a king bolt, which is in one piece with the perch and fixed ring of the 
fifth wheel, instead of by the loose king bolt usually employed for the purpose. 

"2d, In the method of connecting the hind axletree with the perch, the parts being so ar- 
ranged that while they are easily disconnect~ble they are not liable to work loose by the con- 
stant jar incident to the running of the wagon. 

"3d, In the method of connecting the shafts or tongue with the fore axle, whereby the 
clips usually employed are dispensed with, and the thill-hangings or goose-necks of the shafts 
or the tongue are connected directly with the axletree which is made the axis on which they 
turn up and down." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is making the king bolt, the fixed ring of the 
fifth Wheel,, and perch in one piece, whereby the liability to accident is diminished, and the 
durability' of the parts is increased, as herein described. 

"I likewise claim connecting the perch and its braces with the hind axletree, and the thills 
with the fore axletree, by screwing them into pipe-clips, as herein described, whereby the 
great number of screw bolts and nuts generally employed are dispensed with, and a cheap 
and durable connexion is obtained, which at the santo time admits of the ready disconnexion 
of the parts." 

63. For an Improvement in the Construction of Ba,~es for Slands; Ezra Ripley, Troy, :New 
York, April 16. o 

The patentee says , - -"The nature of my invention consists in casting the whole base, and 
firmly tkstening it together by means of one central rod passing from top to bottom." 

Claim.--"What I claim as new, is the mode herein described of" employing a base-piece, 
that the legs or feet may hook into and be held firmly in place by the cap plate and rod run- 
ning through the centre, the same constructed and operating substantially in the manner 
and for the purpose described." 

64. For an Improvement in Piano Forte Aclio~; John Ruek, City of New York, April 16. 
The patentee says , - -"The nature of my invention consists in providing what I term a re- 

peating spring tongue, to prevent the hammer from being disconnected with the fly lever 
alter the hammer has made a strike. 

"2d, To provide a regulating pin or screw for the inner end of the lever of each key, to 
regulate the length of, or strength of, the stroke to each key. 

"3d, To provide a regulating set-screw, to regulate the height of the fly lever." 
Claim . . . .  I claim the spring tongue, in combination with the under angular lever, for the 

purpose set forth, not limiting myself to the exact construction of it, as herein described, while 
the same effects by a like combination may be produced. 

"2d, I claim the regulating screw for the purpose set forth, viz: to regnlate the strike key 
separately as set forth." 

65. For an Improvement in the Atlachment of the Harrow to the Seed Planter; Marcus 
Sage and Silas S. Sage, Windsor, Broome county, New York, April 16. 

Chlm.--"What we claim as our invention, is connecting with the machine a harrow con- 
structed with spring teeth, so arranged by means of a slide hinge that the wheel track towards 
the land to be sowed can always be left undisturbed as an accurate guide in returning across 
the field." 

66. For an Improvement in the GearbTg of Seed Planters; Anthony Sandoe, Middletown, 
Junlata county, Pennsylvania, April !6. 

Claim.--"What I claim as new, is, 1st, the sliding frame in combination with the rod for 
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the purpose of raising and depressing the drills, and also for stopping the feeding slumltane- 
ously as above set ~brth. 

"2d, I also claim operating the shut-offand lever bv means of the arm as above set forth, 
lbr the purpose of causing the same to be self-acting, either when coming in contact with 
any obst: uction, or when desired lbr sowing pointed or irregular lands." 

{;)'. For  a Compound Tubular Rail; Alfred B. Seymour,  City of New York, April 16. 
The patentee says , - - "My invention c '~s is ts  in making  the inner i:ace of each of the two 

parts withoa longitudinal recess, so that  when the two parts are unJ.tcd they shall constitute 
a tubc, into which blocks are fitted at the junctions of the different sections to add strength 
and stability to the rail." 

Clcim.--"What I claim as my invenlion, is the making  of a two-part break-joint hollow 
rail, substantially as herein described; and in combination with the two-part rail, made hollow 
as specified, I elaim the blocks inserted in such hollow at the junction of the sections, sub- 
stantially as described." 

68, For  an Improvement in Sewing Machines; Thomas  Chadbourne, Concord, New Hamp- 
shire, assignee of David M. Smith,  Springfield, Windsor  county, Vermont, April 16. 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is Ihe herein before described disposition of 
the thread eye of the needle: that  is to say, the said eye being placed near  the peint  of the 
needle, in combination with the afore described manner  of supporting the needle, and apply- 
ing it to the machinery which produces tile corrugations or ibldings of the cloth; not meaning 
to lay claim to the combination of a needle and gears, or other analogous contrivmlces for 
producing sewing, as the same have heretofore been applied and used, but raeaning only to 
claim my improvement as constructed and made to operate substantially as specified." 

69. For  an Improvement in CookbTg Sloves; Wil l i am Abendroth, Port  Chester, Wcstchestcr  
county, :New York, April 23. 

The  patentee says , - - "The  object of my invention is to distribute the heat as much as pos- 
sicle over the oven without  disturbing the draft, and comqsts in carrying the products of com- 
bustion over the top of the oven from the fire chamber, the said products entering the flue 
immediately over the fire chamber, through an opening in the partition plate on the right 
hand side; thence they are carried down through a sidc flue on the left hand side of the oven; 
thence through a flue under the oven, which flue communicates with the air chamber be- 
tween the fire chamber and oven; thence up the upright flue at the back to the exit  pipe." 

Claim.--"What I claim as nay invention, is causing the heat and products of combustiorl 
to enter the flue over the oven on one side. and carrying the same across the top of the oven 
down the other side thereof in a broad sheet, thence under  the oven, and thence up in a 
broad flue to the smoke pipc, substantially as described." 

70. For  an Improvement in Churns; John Andrews, Woburn,  Middlesex county, Massa- 
chusctts, April 23. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the eomhination of the external chambers• their 
plungers and discbarging passages, with the middle or air chamber; tim whole being con- 
structed, applied, and used substantially as speciticd. 

And in combination with the ~/bove, I claim the air-entering passages~ applied and used 
substantially in the manner  and tbr the purpose set ibrth." 

71. For  an Impravement in .Dentists' Chairs; A. Merritt  Asay, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ,  
April  23. 

The  patentee says , - - "The  nature of my invention consists in constructing a deep bottom 
or scat to a common arm chair, consisting of an external box in which is the following ma- 
chinery, to wit, a wheel cogged on the upper surface and periphery, working on all axle 
affixed to tile bed or under part of the box; said wheel is used to turn 2, 3, or 4 male screws, 
which screws are furnished with small  eog wheels at the lower end, working into the cogs 
of the above mentioned larger wheel, and into 2, 3, or 4 female screws, and r u n n i n g  up into 
pipes in the seat or inner box intended to be elevated; the whole of which is moved by a 
winch, on which is a cogged wheel working into the cogs of the upper side of tile larger 
wheel, and upon the winch being turned towards the left side of the chair the seat rises, ac- 
eording to the length of the screws, from 7 to 12, or even 20 inches." 
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C.'aim--"What I claim, is the manner in which I arrange the operating parts within the 
t'rame-work and under the seat, in combination with the seat so made as to move up and 
down within the frame-work and appear like an entire seat, as herein set forth." 

72. For an Improved Method of Attaddng the Cylinder in Revolving Fire Arms; Thomas 
J. Whittemore, Cambridge, assignee of Dexter H. Chamberlain, Boston, Massachusetts, 

April 23. 
Claim.--"What I claim, is the improved mode of attaching the cylinder of barrels to the 

stock, viz: by means of the cylindrical tube, in combination with the flanch and stud, or their 
---;. ,-lo-ts whereby I dispense with the usual spindle, and hole for its reception, in the cen- 
~'t"'\~T'" '.. ~er of barrels, being thus enablsd to enlarge the borc of the barrels in a cylinder tre o[ tiae eynnu 
of equal size." 

73. For an Improvement in Machines for Drilling Stone; George Fletcher, St., Greensburg, 

Decatur county, Indiana, April 23. 
The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in a method of rotating the 

drills between each stroke." 
Clalm.--"What I claim as new, is the combination of the lever with the cranks and pit- 

man which, operate it, for the purpose of rotating the drill periodically by impingement against 
the cogs'of the pinion at its greatest elevation, returning to position when the pinion is re- 
moved from its range; the whole arranged and operated substantially in the manner and for 
the purpose set forfl~." 

74. For a Submerged Rocker for Separating Ores; Oliver Edes, Plymouth, Massachusetts, 

April 23. 
The patentee says,--The nature of my invention consists of a frame into which is fitted 

any required number of pans, which can be removed and replaced at the pleasure of the ope- 
rator; the frame is provided with pivots or journals which have bearings in the ends of levers 
or arms attached to a box-boat or platform, in such a manner that the frame carrying the 
pans can be lowered into, or raised from, the water; the earth to be washed is placed in the 
pans and lowered below the surface of the water, and the frame carrying the pans is rocked 
by means of a lever operated by a person in the box or boat, or upon the platform, to which 
the frame may be attached." 

Claim.--" What I claim as new, is the combination of the rocking" frame, the pans, the 
levers, and the bars, attached, secured, and adjusted to the box, or to a platform or boat, in 
the manner and for the purposes substantially as herein described." 

75. For an Improvement in Safety Lamps; John W. Hoffman, 8outhwark, Philadelphia 
county, Pennsylvania, April 23. 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the sliding tubes, in combination with the 
screw, the said screw being furnished with the opening through which to fill the lamp, sub- 
stantially in the manner and ibr the purpose described." 

76. For an Improvement in Double Cooking Stoves; Henry Jackson, Evansville, Vander- 
burgh county, Indiana, April 23. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in the construction of a cook- 
ing stove having two distinct compartments, with such an arrangement of the fire chamber, 
grate, and the flues, that one compartment receives a far higher degree of heat than the other, 
thus permitting boiling, roasting, or any kind of cooking requiring much heat, to be carried 
on in one part ot the stove, while at the same time baking, or any kind of delicate cooking 
requiring a regular and low degree of heat, may be conducted in the other part." 

C/alm.--"What I claim, is the construction of a double cooking stove having two com- 
])artments, and a smoke flue passing round one compartment first and then around the other, 
m such manner that one shall be heated in a much higher degree than the other, arranged 
and constructed substantially as herein described, and for the purposes set forth." 
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77. For an 1reproved Arch Truss for Bridges; Henry Lancrgan, Boston, Massachusetts, 
April 23. 

Clalm.--"I do not claim a series of arched supporting beams constructed as herein speci- 
fi:ed, but what I do claim, is the so combining or arranging them with respect to each other, 
and with the radial suspension rods, and on the chord or beam to which they are applied, 
that they and their suspension rods may overlap one another, and have the feet or parts of 
each which rest on the chord upheld by the crown and suspension rods of the central part of 
an adjacent arch~ all substantially as specified." 

78. For an Improvement in Coal Stirrers for Furnace Grates; William R. l~ichols and 
Burritt C. Boyes, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, April 23. 

The patentees say , - -"The nature of our improvement is such as to avoid all direct contact 
of the solid fuel with the metallic plates composing the boiler, to form the grate in such man- 
ner as to be exposed on all sides to currents of air which may keep its temperature so low 
as to avoid burning out the bars, and to allow its contents to be kept sufficiently open for 
maintaining combustion. This latter effect is produced by a series of vertically moving rake 
teeth, or fingers moving vertically endwise, and actuated either by hand, (through the lever,) 
or by the action of the engine; when moved by the engine, they are furnished with machinery 
for regulating the extent of their upward movement or for throwing them out of action alto- 
gether." 

Clalm.--"What we claim as new, is, 1st, the rake frame, having numerous vertically 
moving fingers, constructed and operating to stir and clean the fire only by a vertical move- 
ment; said fingers being distributed beneath the grate, substantially in the manner and for 
the purposes described. 

"2d, We also claim, in combination with the passages round the rim of the grate, admit- 
ting warm air above the fire, the vertically moving rake teeth which open passages for the 
free escape of combustible gases to be burned by said warm air, thereby maintaining a copious 
volume of flame all around the interior of the fire box, as herein set forth." 

79. For an Improvement in Cotton Gins; Stephen R. Parkhurst, City of New York, April 23 .  
Clalm.--"What I claim as new, is, Ist, the making card cylinders, with gutta pereha or 

other similar substance filled in among the teeth, to form a regular surface and stiffen the 
teeth, whether such cylinders so filled are used for this or any other purpose for which they 
are available. 

"2d, I claim the application of one or more card cylinders, with gutta percha or other simi-  
lar substance between the teeth, in connexion with an equal number of smooth cylinders, 
to card cotton from the seed, substantially as described and shown, fi , 

"3d, I claim the application of the wire gauze drum and roller beneath, rst, for the pur- 
pose of allowing the blast to drive the dust and chaff from the cotton, and second, for the 
purpose of leading the cleaned cotton out in a sheet or bat, whether this roller and drum be 
applied to act with card or with the common saw gin." 

80. For an Improvement in Piano Fortes;'John Ruck, City of New York, April 23. 
The  patentee says,--"My invention consists in constructing the tuning blocks of p i ano  

fortes by combining wood and metal in such a manner as to give great firmness and strength,. 
and render them capable of bearing the great strain of the strings without yielding or losing 
their shape; and in providing rests or bearings for the strings which will prevent any shaking 
or jarring. 

"I construct the tuning blocks of a number of pieces of wood, so arranged and united as 
to prevent the liability to warp, and I attach a plate of metal to its upper surface, having a 
series of ribs attached to, and forming part of, the plate; these ribs form the bearings for the 
strings, which rest each on the upper side of one of the ribs and pass through a hole in the 
rib next to it previous to being wound on the tuning pins." 

Claim.--"I claim the manner of constructing the tuning block, substantially as herein de- 
scribed, of the arched slab and back piece, with the wedge or piece, ~md the diagonal bolts or 
keys, whereby it is made capable of withstanding the great strain of the strings. 

"And I also claim the metal plate carrying the ribs projecting from and forming part of 
it, the plate being attached to the upper surface of the tuning block, each of the strings of the 
instrument passing over and resting on a rib, and passing through a hole in the rib immedi- 
ately behind, whereby I obtain a solid bearing on the tuning block, which will make them 
produce a full round clear tone." 
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81. For an Improvement in Brick Presses; Nathan Sawyer, Baltimore, Maryland, April 23. 
The patentee says,--"This invention consists of a combination of a series of properly 

formed moulds in a revolving cylinder, in which pistons are worked as said cylinder revolves 
against a stationary cam by which the pressure upon the bricks is produced." 

Ctalm.--"What I claim as new, IS 1st, the combination of the grated disk and hopper, 
constructed and arranged substantially in the mannertand for the purpose set forth, and in 
combination with the revolving moulds. 

"2d, I claim the arrangement of the moulds (whether conical or otherwise, as before 
patented) in a revolving cylinder, with pistons revolving with them and working under a 
stationary cam as herein described, in combination with stationary cutters, or cutters revolv- 
ing on their own axes, working in ~a groove near the lower ends of the moulds and also 
below the moulds in the manner and for the purposes set forth. 

"3d, I claim the apparatus for trimming the bricks, consisting of a stationary cutter and a 
piece in front thereof to press up against the brick as the clay is cut. 

',Lastly, I claim the combination of adjustable headed pistons with stationary cam, as 
specified." 

82. For an Improved Arrangement of Propellers and Chlmnies for Canal Boats; Ben- 
jamin M'. Smith, Ridgeway, Orleans county, New York, April 23. 

The patentee says,--"The principle or character of the first part of my invention consists 
in the use of two propellers in a recess at the stern of a boat one of said propellers being 
vertically above and back of the other, whereby a greater amount of paddle surface can he 
obtained within a case and in a vessel having a narrow stern than by any other known 
plan, and by which also the propellers are adapted to different draughts of water, the lower 
one of said propellers being at all times entirely submerged, and the other only in part. 

"And the second part of my invention consists in combining with the propellers located 
and arranged as herein described, a suction or exhausting fan (which is located between the 
furnace and the end of the flue or chimney at which the combustion is discharged) for ex- 
hausting the flues of the steam boiler furnace, so as to produce the required draft when 
the said exhausting fan is connected by a pipe with the recess in which the propellers are 
located. 

Claim.--"What ! claim as my invention, is the employment in combination of two pro- 
pellers arranged in a recess at the stern of a boat, each being on a separate shaft one above 
the other, and one of the propellers being placed back of the other substantially as herein 
described, whereby a greater amount of paddle surface can be obtained within a case and 
with a given width of stern than by any other known plan. 

"And I also claim in combination with the propellers arranged with a part of one of them 
above the water line, and enclosed in the recess at the stern of the boat, substantially as 
herein specified, the employment of a fan for exhausting the chimney of the steam boiler 
furnace, and for discharging the products of the combustion into the recess in which the 
propellers work substantially in the manner and for the purpose specified." 

83. For a Lathe for Turning a Peculiar Species of Curve; Henry G. Thompson, City cf 
New York, April 23. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in combining with the mandrel 
of the lathe or the shaft of the steam wheel to be turned, a cutter stock which, in addition 
to the usual progressive motion in a line parallel with the axis of the mmldrel or shaft, shall 
have a reciprocating motion towards and from the axis of the mandrel or shaft, to be com- 
municated by a crank the shaft of which is rotated by a pinion having cogs which engage 
the cogs of a wheel on the mandrel or shaft." 

Claim . . . .  What I claim as my invention, is the method substantially as herein described, 
of turning the periphery of steam wheels or other articles with regularly curved projections 
and depressions from a true circle, by combining with the mandrel of a lathe or (what is 
equivalent thereto) the shaft of the steam wheel, a cutter, which in addition to the usual 
longitudinal motion parallel ~vith the axis receives a reciprocating motion towards and from 
the axis by means of a cog Wheel and pinion and crank, or their equivalent, as herein de- 
described." 

84. For an Improvement in Smut Machines; David Ulam, Mount Pleasant, Westmore- 
land county, Pennsylvania, April 23. 

The patentee says,--"The one part of my invention consists in provisions for the adjust- 
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ment and renewal of the concave toothed or grooved rubbing surface, which acts in conjunc- 
tion with the tooth covered drum rotating within it to scour the grain and separate the smut 
therefrom. 

"Another part of my invention consists in arrangements for directing and regulating the 
issue of the blast, also a part for carrying offthe chaff, dirt, &c,, from the grain. 

"Likewise an arrangement for sustaining the rubbers in a proper position." 
Clalm.--"What is claimed as new, are as follows:--The peculiar construction of the rub- 

ber pieces, substantially as described, whereby all parts of their surfaces may be successively 
appropriated to the rubbing action, each plate being susceptible of four changes before it 
becomes.necessary to replace it by a fresh rubber." 

85. For an Improvement in Brick Presses; Shepherd Whitman,  New Albany, Floyd 
county, Indiana, April 23. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the clearer as used in connexion with the 
two plungers, for the purpose of delivering the brick and preventing the plungers from be- 
coming foul at their passing ends, and the clearer itself being kept clean and polished by 
the action of the plunger upon its lower surface." 

86. For an Improvement in Instrnmentsfor Measuring Cloth; E. F. Whiton, Wes~ Staf- 
for(l, Tolland county, Connecticut, April 23. 

The patentee says, - -"  The nature of my invention consists in a roller mounted on a 
shaft capable of revolving in fixed bearings, and carrying an endless screw gearing into the 
toothed periphery of a wheel or traveler revolving 05 a fixed spindle or stud placed verti- 
cally or at right angles to the shaft carrying the roller and endless screw. On the same 
fixed stud is a circular graduated index plate which may be turned to any position on the 
axis of the fixed shal~, but will not be moved by the revolution of the traveler; the cloth to 
be measured passes over the roller, causing it to rotate, thereby communicating rotary motion 
to the traveler, which carries a finger or indicator pointing to the graduated index plate, and 
denoting the distance traveled by the periphery of the revolving shaft and the number of 
yards which have passed over the roller." 

Clalm.--"What I claim is the manner herein described of measuring cloth or other 
fabrics, by causing the material to pass over and give rotary motion to the roller, carrying 
on its axis the endless screw gear, gearing into the teeth of and giving motion to the traveler 
wheel, carrying an indicator, pointing out the distance traveled by the periphery of the roller 
on the graduated adjustable index plate or by any other mechanical combination substantially 
the same." 

87. For an Improvement in Adjustable Shears of Corn Plough; David Wolf, North 
Lebanon, Lebanon county, Pennsylvania, April 23. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as new, is increasing or diminishing the angle of the ploughs 
with the central line of draft, by shifting the screws K / to the holes in the ploughs and the 
screws L ~ to other holes in the beams without changing the position of the shanks and 
braces, by which more or less earth may be thrown toward the row of plants under culture, 
as described." 

88. For Improvements in Changing a Reciprocating Motion int o a Rotary Motion; Peter 
Yates, Milwaukie, Wisconsin, April 23. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as new, is the application of the levers, catch blocks, with the 
hovels and springs, or their equivalents, to interlock and unlock with the crank arms. 

"And I claim also making the governing bar adjustable in combination with the levers in 
such a manner as to give either a direct or reversed motion to lhe pulleys. And I claim 
the above applications, severally, and in combination in the whole and in the parts, the ap- 
paratus being constructed and operated substantially in the manner and for the purposes de- 
scribed and shown." 

89. For an Improvement in Reed Musical Instruments; Charles Austin, Concord, Merri- 
mack county, New Hampshire, April 30. 
Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, in reed musical instruments made with a 

sounding board, is, to make the reed opening directly through the wooden sounding board 
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in combination with the applying of the reed directly to the same, and fastening it to the 
sounding board; instead of using any metallic frame for the opening and reed, as has been 
the customary method of making and constructing such instruments; my said invention by 
dispensing with the metal frame not only producing a remarkable improvement in the tone, 

instrument. but a great saving in the cost of construction of an ' " 

90. For Coupling of Pipes and Hose; A. Heyer Brown, Albany, l~ew York, April 30. 
Clalm.--"I claim the construction of couplings for hose or tubing, by forming one part 

thereof into a hollow cylindrical cup or box having wedge shaped flanges of metal inside, 
and next to the edge thereof, and by ibrming the other par! of the coupling of a flange equal 
in diameter to the first described cou~ing, having its face edge ground with the edge of the 
first coupling to make a tight joint. With a cylindrical ring (whose bore is equal to that of the " 
tubes to be coupled) projecting from said flange, concentric with it, and in diameter just 
large enough to pass between the flanges of the cup or box, and to reach just to the bottom 
of the cup, whose bottom Face with the outer face of said ring are ground together to form a 
tight joint. Also said ring having on its periphery at the outer edge, wedge shaped flanges 
similar in form and angle to the flanges of the cup or box, and so arranged as to pass 
between the intervals of the same; so that by being turned round underneath them they 
compress the ground surfaces of the couplings together firmly. The whole apparatus being 
in the former essentially set forth." 

91. Fo'r an Improvement in Apparalusfor Drawing Water; Cain Broyles, Greene county, 

Tennessee, April 30. 
Clalm.---"What I claim as my invention, is the plan described of bringing water upon a 

level over a hill, or in any situation where the fountain is noC higher than where the water 
is wanted for use, viz:--I claim the combination of the weight, and its cord, pulley, and 
ring, with the cord by which the bucket is drawn, and the hook or catch upon the carriage, 
the whole being arranged substantially as described, for the purpose of drawing the empty 
bucket from the place of discharge over the highest point of the way to the spring." 

92. For an Improvement in Machines for Holding and Dressing Slates; Samuel :E. 
Crocker, Boston, Massachusetts, April 30. 

Clalm.--"What I claim is the endless series of clamp carriages operating substantially 
as set forth to hold and carry the slates beneath the cutters." 

93. For an Improvement in Grain Driers; Martin R. Dudley, New Orleans, Louisiana, . 
April 30. 

Claim.--"What I claim as new, is the construction and arrangemenVof the apparatus as 
described, by which a stratum of air is forced into a case enclosing the grain cylinder where 
it protects the grain from the direct action of the heat from the fire, and is there heated and 
conveyed through the grain so as to carry off the moisture therefrom, substantially in the 
manner and for the purpose set forth." 

94. For an Improvement in Gearing for Regulating Speed; Hosea Elliot, Manchester, 
Hillsborough county, New Hampshire, April 30. 

The patentee says,--"My invention consists in the employment of the wheel or pulley 
for transmitting the speed of the cone to the governing shaft; by this means the different 
speeds of the cone is communicated to the compound with greater accuracy, requiring less 
care and skill in o eratm t " • ' P " g he machine and also lessens the expense. 

C/azm.--"What I claim, therefore, as my invention, is the employment of the wheel or 
pulley in combination with the cone or governing shaft, substantially in the manner and 
for the purpose herein set forth." 

95. For an Improvement in Gauges for Spreading Plasters; James M. Keep, Bath, Lincoln 
county, Maine, April 30. 

The patentee say.s,--"My apparatus consists of an adjustable table and clamp frame 
adapted thereto, ooth of which are capable of expansion and contraction to graduate them 
to the size of the plaster required, and so constructed and arranged that the leather or other 
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material employed for the purpose is firmly held during the operation of overlaying it with 
the adhesive material by means of a heated iron; the material being evenly spread and leav- 
ing a border or selvedge around the edge of the plaster." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the combination of the adjustable expanding 
and contracting fi'ame with the adjustable expanding and contracting bed, the several por- 
tions of the combinatio n being arranged and constructed substantially as herein set forth." 

96. For an Improvement in Let Off Motlon bs Looms; Jonathan Knowles, Buffalo, New 
Yor.k, April 30. 

The patentee says,--"My invention consists in a combination of mechanical devices, by 
means of which the warp is let off from the yarn roll in exact proportion to the amount of 
filling inserted, while the force with which the filling is driven up can be regulated in pro- 
portion to the closeness or fineness required in the cloth." 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is the arrangement of the yielding weighted 
and the stationary whip rolls in connexion with the let off nmtion as herein set ii).~th, 
whereby the texture of the cloth is rendered more uniform than has been heretofore dune 
while it can be varied at will." 

97. For an Improvement in tIanglng Saws in Saw Mills; E. ttenry Parsons and Sanii~rd 
E. Parsons, Wilkesbarre Luzerne county, Pennsylvania, April 30. 

The patentees say,--"Our invention consists in hanging the saw in advance of its fcont 
or cutting edge, in snch manner that the pressure of the log advanced against it will ~end 
to keep it in line with the direction in which the carriage is advancing, thus dispensing with 
the heavy saw gate usually required to strain the saw." 

Claim.--"What we claim as our invention, is the method of hangingqa mill saw from 
guides in advance of its front edge, which will sustain the whole pressure caused by the ad- 
vancement of the wood on the carriage against tile saw teeth, the plate of the saw swinging 
on the advanced guides as pivots, so that when cutting it is kept running in a plane passing 
through the guides in the direction in which the carriage moves, as a vane is kept by the 
wind in the direction in which it blows." 

98. For an Improvement in Holding Daguerreotype Plates; Samuel Peck, New Haven 
New Haven counfy, Connecticut, Aprit 30. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as new, is the construction of a movable holder for securing 
daguerreotype plates, by pressure from within outwards while tile plates are being polished, 
burnished, buffed, or cleaned. 

"I also claim as new, the construction or arrangement of a holder composed of two parts 
with springs between the two parts pressing them from within outwards against the bent 
edges or corners of the daguerreotype plate, and secured frmn contraction by a button or 
wedge substantially as in the drawing. And in combinatioh with such a holder, I claim 
the bending of the edges or corners of the plate so as to secure the same to this holder. 

"I also claim the adaptation of a daguerreotype plate with its edges or corners bent as 
shown in the drawings t9 a movable holder constructed substantially as described." 

99. For an Improvement in Apparatus for Splitting and Stretching Leather; Bradford 
Rowe, Albany, New York, April 30. 

Claim.--"I claim the construction of a machine for performing the business of rolling, 
-splitting, and stretching leather, at one operation as set forth, viz:--The following combina. 
:t.ion of machinery; one roller driven by the motive power, having another roller moving 
above it between which two rollers the leather is to be compressed, the upper roller running 
free upon its own axis, which is fixed in a vibratory frame in order that said upper roller 
may be adjusted thereby to any variable or determinate pressure upon the leather by proper 
power applied to said frame; a second roller placed a short distance in front of and parallel 
with the first named one running free on its own axis; a smaller roller (placed in a second 
vibratory frame similar to and adjustable like the first mentioned frame), running above the 
last mentioned roller to perform the functions of compressing the leather, and holding it 
firmly to receive the cut of the knife. A knife supported by strong springs and placed just 
in fror~t of the last mentioned pair of rollers, with its cutting edge a short distance from the 
point,of compression of these rollers so as to act upon tile leather directly as it leaves the 

rollers. 
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"A movable frame to carry the ]cather to be operated or moved by a gearing connecting 
it with the first roller, and giving it a certain proportional rate of nmvement compal'cd with 
that of the roller, by which the quantity of streteh to be imparted to the leather can he regu- 
lated. An apparatus for gauging the knife to cut the leather to a given thickness, consist- 
ing of a pair of eccentrics on the ends of a shaft running parallel with the l~nife, and ope- 
rating upon each end of it equally as the said shai't is turned round, with an index plate and 
set lever to regulate and fix the same during the opcration of the machine." 

100. For an Improvement in Vats or Press Boxes for Cheese; Augustus N. Scverancc, 
Cherry Valley, Ashtabula county, Ohio, April 30. 

Claim.--"What I claim as my invention, is providing cheese vats with a movable joint 
which is opcrated by a crank or lever to enlarge and diminish the size of the vat, substan- 
tially in the manner and for the purposes set iin'th." 

I01. For an Improvement in Roasting Coffee; W. H. Trisler and Elias Brecht, Fairview, 
Erie county, Pennsylvania, April 30. 

CIaim.--"What we claim as our invention, is the application of steam or vapor to the 
grains of'coffee just previous to subjecting them to the action of a dry roasting heat, within 
an apparatus constructed and operated substantially in the manner herein set tbrth." 

102. For a Machine for Making Wrought Iron Railroad Chairs; William Van Andcn, 
Poughkeepsie, New York, April 30. 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is, 1st, the double or parting die, substantlally 
as described, parting by means of a joint at the top or otherwise, for the purpose set forth. 

"2d, The vertical shears and benders working in connexion with the double die in such 
a manner as to.cut and tbrm the lips of a chair at one operation, substantially as described. 

"3d, I also claim the combination of dics, shears, punches, benders, and clearers, arranged 
and operated in the manner and for the purpose above set forth, or any similar arrangement 
wherein the combination is essentially the same." 

103. For an Improvement in Board and Log Rule.v; Benjamin M. "V'andervcer, Clyde, 
Wayne county, New York, April 30. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in a novel, compact, and con- 
venient combination of the ordinary log tables now in use (in a book form), for ascertaining 
the x:umber of feet of square edged inch thick boards a log of given length and diameter 
will make, with the common board rule or measure, so as to give at a glance the contents 
of these tables with perfect accuracy and without further recourse." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my invention, is the combination of the log table and board 
rule in the way and manner and i~n the form described." 

104. For Pipe CouplbTg; Chapman Warner, Louisville, Kentucky, April 30. 
The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in enveloping the abutting 

ends of two pipes with a belt of some soft substance, and forcing over it a sleeve of stone 
harder substance." 

Claim.--" What I claim as my invention, is fastening together the abutting ends of two 
pipes, by forcing a sleeve of some hard substance over a belt of some softer substance which 
envelopes the seam and is thus compressed between the sleeve and the pipes." 

105. For an Improvement in the Rubbers of Smut Machines; Franklin Wright, Indian- 
apolis, Indiana, April 30. 

The patentee says,--"The nature of my invention consists in constructing the mactfine 
with a vibrating concave rubber, which operates in connexion with a feeding and rubhing 
cylinder; the cylinder forming the bed against which the rubber rolls the grains, and thereby 
pulverizes and detaches the smut. This machine is also adapted to hull rice and act use- 
fully on similar articles." 

Claim.--"What I claim as new, is the vibrating rubber, in combination with the feeding 
and rubbing cylinder, constructed and operated substantially in the manner and for the pur- 
pose described." 
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106. For a M~fhod of Preventing Accldenlal Discharge i~ []~e Prussian Gun; J. Wurfflein, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, April 30. 

The patentee says,--"My improvement consists in a e~p over the openings formed in the 
breech, and in the security guard to prevent the piece from being discharged when the parts 
are not in the proper position, and in the fi)rm and adaptation of the piston, which serves as 
a breech pin and to ram home the charge." 

Claim.--"What I claim as new, is the guard to prevent the discharge of the arm when 
all the parts are not in proper positim~,:eonstrueted, combined, and arranged with the arm, 
and operated substantially in the manner and tbr the purpose set tbrth." 

R~-issvn roIt APrtlL, 1850. 
1. For an haprovement in Cooking Stoves; Jordan L. Mott, City of New York; patented 

August  22, 1848, re-issued April 30, 1850. 
Clalm.--"What I claim as my own invention, is, 1st, making the back of the oven of a 

series of vertical flue tubes, in combination with the flue tubes in the bottmu, substantially 
as herein described, to equalize the heat of the oven. 

"2d, I claim lining the inside surface of the bottom plate of the stove with some refractory 
earthy cement or polished surface, as described, in combination with the series of llue tubes 
constituting the back and bottom of the oven,'for the purpose and in the manner described. 

"3d, I claim making the front part of the top plate separate from, and attached to, the 
top plate by bolts or otherwise, substantially as described, when combined with the sunken 
connecting piece, whereby the cracking consequent upon over-heating, and unequal expan- 
sion and contraction of that part which is exposed to a high temperature, is prevcnted. 

"4tb, I claim the combination of a fire-box, made with a grate or openings for drat't in the 
bottom thereof, substantially as described, with the coal feeder, having an aperture or aper- 
tures for draft between it and the upper edge of the fire pot, substantially in the manner and 
for the purpose described. 

"I do finally claim, in combination with a gra~e, a series of eccentric plates, or cam-formed 
plates of equivalent form, arranged on a shaft so located relatively to the grate bars as, by the 
vibration of the shaft in either direction, the said plates shall play between the grate bars, and 
separate and clear out cinder, slag, and other hard substances, substantially as described." 

AnlJITIO~-AL I ) r P n O V E ~ T  :FOP. APRIL, 1850. 

I. For an Improvement in Separalin~ ,$'/earine from Elaine; John H. Smith, Brooklyn, 
.New "York; patented April 1, 1842, additional improvement annexed April 9, 1850. 

The patentee says , - -"The nature of my additional improvements consists in mixing s~J~- 
cient alcohol to the pulverized stearic acid till it becomes quite moist, then submitting it to 
hydraulic pressure." 

Clalm.--"What I claim as my additional improvements, is the application of alcohol, as 
herein described, for the purpose of making candles." 

DESIGNS ~'oa AP~tlL, 1850. 

1. For a Deslgnfor Stoves; James Wager, Troy, New York, April 2. 
Clalm.--The described combination of mouldings and illustrated ornamental figures for 

six-plate stoves." 

2. For a Deslgnfor Sloves; David L. Bartlett, Baltimore, Maryland, April 9. 
Clalm.--The described and illustrated design for stoves. 

3. For a Design for Stoves; A. Cox & Co., assignees of Joshua Crandall, Troy, New York, 
April 9. 

Claim.--The design and configuration of the ornaments, so disposed on the doors, feet, 
and other parts of the stove, constituting, in combination, a new design of stove, substantially 
the same as described and represented. 
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4. For a Design for Cooking Stoves; Jeremiah D. Green and George Warren, Troy, New 

York, April 16. 
Clalm.--The design and configuration of ornaments in the panels of the doors and on the 

feet, so as to constitute in combination a new design of cooking stove, as described and repre- 

sented. 

5. For a Desert for Stoves; P. A. Palmer, Le Roy, Genessee county, New York, April 30. 
Cledra.--The design of ornament and configuration constituting in combination a new 

design of stove, substantially the same as described, and represented in the drawings. 

MECHANICS, PHYSICS, AND CHEMISTRY. 

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute. 

. Salinometers f o r  21larine Boilers. 

The salinometer is, as its name imports, an instrument for testing the 
density or degree of saturation of salt water; its use in steamers being to 
prevent the water in the boilers from becoming too dense, and thereby 
occasioning deposits on the interior of the shell, &c. 

It is well known that if sea water containing a certain proportion of salt 
( ~  of its weight) be heated within a boiler, the water only being converted 
into steam~ a Continually increasing density of the remainder must be the 
result. 

Now experience has shown that when this saturation reaches a certain 
limit, an incrustation or deposit on the boiler takes place which forms ra- 
pidly, and if carried to any extent prevents the heat given off by the flame 
from being transmitted with sufficient rapidity,--thus increasing the con- 
sumption of fuel and burning out the iron. To prevent this, the expedient 
has been suecessfillly resorted to of withdrawing from the boiler a certain 
definite proportion of the water thrown in, which quantity depends on the 
degree of saturation which it is desired to maintain. 

The means employed for making this discharge may be generally divided 
into "blow cocks," "brine valves," and "brine pumps;" the first acting 
by the direct action of the steam upon the water, when opened by the at- 
tendant or otherwise. Brine valves are discharge valves attached to the 
stem of the "check" or feed valves on the boilers, and of proportionate 
diameter, so that every stroke of the feed pump ensures a corresponding 
lift of the valve. Brine pumps are worked by the engine, and of capacity 
similarly proportioned to that of the feed pump, (usually made ½ to 1.) 
• It is evident that the engineer should be provided with some means of 

judging of the saturation in his boilers, in order to regulate these various 
contrivances: in other words, that he must have means of testing density 
by a salinometer. 

This was formerly, and is still, done by withdrawing from the boiler in a 
cup a sufficient quantity of water, and immersing therein an ordinary hy- 
drometer. But the inconvenience of this method, and consequent liability 
to neglect, has occasioned the introduction of more refined means to accom- 
plish the same end. 

Sometimes hollow glass balls, of such weight and bulk as to float at the 


